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1. Introduction 

1.1 How this user manual is organised 
This user manual for the risk management method RAMP©, version 1.02, is made up as 
follows: 

Section 1 
Here, a summary of the RAMP tool and programs is given and when the various 
programs can be used. There is also brief information about the area of 
application, use of the tool and intended users. 

Section 2 
This section describes RAMP I and how assessments are made, as well as the 
various parts of the RAMP I program. 
 

Section 3 
This section describes RAMP II and how assessments are made, as well as the 
various parts of the RAMP II program. 
 

 

Section 4 
This section describes the Results module and how the two Results programs can 
be used. 
 

Section 5 
This section describes the Action module and how it can be used. 
 

 
References: Literature references are listed here 
Appendix 1: Explanations of terms can be found here 
Appendix 2: This is a “paper” version of the RAMP I checklist 
Appendix 3: This is a “paper” version of the RAMP II in-depth analysis  
Appendix 4: Measurements of working heights and working distances in RAMP 
Appendix 5: An example of an Action plan 
 

1.2 General presentation of the RAMP method 
RAMP© – Risk Assessment and Management tool for manual handling Proactively – is a risk 
management tool that has been developed for identification, analysis, action and following up 
of physical ergonomic risks related to manual handling, primarily in the manufacturing, 
transport and logistics industries. The method consists of four modules: two assessment 
methods (RAMP I and RAMP II), a Results module and an Action module (Figure 1). 

RAMP I is intended for identification (screening) and initial assessment of risk factors in 
work that involves manual handling. RAMP I consists of a checklist for assessing the 
occurrence (Yes or No) of potential risk factors in the areas: 1. Postures, 2. Work movements 
and repetitive work, 3. Lifting work, 4. Pushing and pulling work, 5. Influencing factors, 6. 
Reports of physically strenuous work, and  7. Perceived physical discomfort. To be able to 
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make an analysis with RAMP I the assessor (the person making the assessment) should have 
undergone basic training in physical ergonomics and in the RAMP method, for example 
through Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC courses) on RAMP, which can be followed 
on edx.org via KTH from the autumn 2017, as well as reading the RAMP user manual. 

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the RAMP tool, which consists of four modules: RAMP I, RAMP II, 
the Results module and the Action module.  

RAMP II is designed for a more in-depth analysis and assessment (compared with RAMP I) 
of risk factors in work involving manual handling. RAMP II allows an in-depth analysis of 
many risk factors that are included in RAMP I and is divided into the corresponding areas: 1. 
Postures, 2. Work movements and repetitive work, 3. Lifting work, 4. Pushing and pulling 
work, 5. Influencing factors, 6. Reports of physically strenuous work, and  7. Perceived 
physical discomfort. To be able to perform an analysis with RAMP II the assessor should 
have more in-depth knowledge than is recommended for RAMP I, which can be obtained, for 
example, by following the MOOC courses on RAMP (see above). 

The Results module is designed to communicate the results of the assessment. This can be 
done in several levels of detail: a detailed level where all assessed risk factors are reported, 
one where only the risk levels for the risk categories are reported and an overview/general 
level where only the number of green, grey/yellow and red assessments is presented. The 
results can also be presented to various extents or scope - from covering one or more 
workstations or departments to a whole workplace or group of companies. 

The Action module is designed to support change work and consists of three parts:  
i) An Action module which provides support for the development of suggestions for 

actions in five areas: Technology & Design, Organisation, Employees, Vision and 
Strategies, and the Environment. 
 

ii) Based on these five areas, the RAMP tool presents a number of Action 
Suggestions for the factors that are assessed as red (RAMP I) or yellow or red 
(RAMP II).  
 

iii) A template for preparing an Action Plan, based on the assessment results, where 
information related to for example planed action, responsibilities and schedules for 
follow up is included.  
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1.3 General presentation of the RAMP programs 
RAMP© is available in the form of four computer programs that can be downloaded free from 
the KTH website. Excel 2010 is required to use the programs. They contain the following: 
 
The RAMP I program: 

• RAMP I checklist for assessment 
 

• Detailed results from assessment 
 

• The Action module with the Action model,   
                          automatically generated Action suggestions, and 
                          a template for an Action plan for the assessed case.  

 
 

RAMP II program:  

• RAMP II  in depth analysis for assessment 
 

• Detailed results from assessment 
 

• The Action module with the Action model,   
                          automatically generated Action suggestions, and 
                          a template for an Action plan for the assessed case.  

 
 

RAMP I Results program:  

 
• The results can be presented at different level of detail  

 (from detailed level to overview level) and scope  
 (ranging from a work station to a whole company).  

 
 
 

 
 

RAMP II Results program:  

 
• The results can be presented at different level of detail 

 (from detailed level to overview level) and scope 
 (ranging from a work station to a whole company).
  
 

 

 

1.4 How the RAMP tool can be used 
Figure 2 shows which program should be used, depending on what you wish to do. 
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              Checklist based assessment?                      or                 In depth assessment? 

 
                          Yes                                                                  Yes 
 
RAMP I program RAMP II program 
 

• Checklist assessment   •    In depth analysis and assessment 
• Detailed results of the assessment   •    Detailed results of the assessment 
      with colour coding:          with colour coding : 

red: high risk for most, take action          red: high risk for most, take action 

grey: investigate further, e. g. RAMP II          yellow: risk, take action 

green: low risk for most, ”OK” for most          green: low risk for most, ”OK” for most 

• Action Module with Action plan   •  Action Module with Action plan 
 
 

 

 

Show results from several assessments?              Show results from several assessments?  

 
                         Yes                                                                     Yes 
 
RAMP I’s Results program RAMP II’s Results program 
 

• Aggregate results from several assessments  • Aggregate results from several assessments 
• Show results from assessments at chosen • Show results from assessments at chosen 

level of detail     level of detail 
 

Figure 2: Illustration of which RAMP program you should use, depending on what you wish to do. 
 
1.5 Brief introduction to RAMP’s areas of application, use and limitations 
RAMP has been developed for the assessment and handling of risks in work involving manual 
handling. Examples of such work include warehouse work, picking and packing, refilling 
materials in machines, loading and unloading and transport of materials. It has been 
developed primarily for work that is done standing or walking.  

Results from RAMP should be seen as assessments, not an absolute prediction. RAMP has 
been developed for assessment at group level and is not intended for risk assessment at 
individual level. The load on employees during a working day can however be assessed. 

The RAMP method is primarily intended for assessing physical ergonomic risks in manual 
handling (of physical objects, i.e. not the movement of people) with high physical loads and 
focuses on reducing these. In trades and professions with a low physical load there may 
however be reason to increase the physical load, such as with increased variation. Such trades 
and professions with a low physical load are generally outside the focus of the method. 
RAMP can be used as part of a combined assessment that is supplemented, for example, with 
interviews, expert assessment and other assessment methods. The method does not generally 
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embrace work in which an employee, for example, carries a load, climbs a ladder/stairs or 
jumps from a height. The same applies to work that demands high precision, is performed in a 
confined space (such as a low ceiling) or requires the use of protective equipment that makes 
working more difficult. However, such factors are captured to a certain extent under risk 
category “6. Reports of physically strenuous work” and “7. Perceived physical discomfort”. A 
few work organisation and psychosocial factors are assessed in RAMP. 
 
Assessments of posture are based on postures without support. Even though support may be 
available, for the trunk for example, an action such as bending the trunk forward may involve 
increased load, which could affect the risk of developing physical disorders, such as 
musculoskeletal disorders, MSDs. In such cases no guidance is given as to how this should be 
assessed with the RAMP method, but it should be assessed by expert assessment, by an 
ergonomist for example. The same applies to one-handed lifting using the other hand as 
support. The RAMP method is intended primarily for the assessment of standing work, which 
may result in that some factors, i.e. rotation of the trunk, should be judged more 
conservatively if the employee is sitting down. Expert assessment is also recommended if the 
employee, for example, wears a helmet. The same applies to a static and strongly flexed 
(loaded) postures without support. Generally, these risks are not well covered by the RAMP 
method and may involve physical discomfort or pain after relatively short periods. 
 
The intended users of the RAMP tool and its results are mainly people whose function is in 
the following three areas: 

• Those who currently perform ergonomic risk analysis assessments - such as 
supervisors, managers, safety officers, operators and company health care providers 
 

• People with production responsibilities who also have a responsibility for, or are 
dependent upon, a good working environment - such as production technicians, 
project managers and first line managers 
 

• Those responsible for the working environment and decision makers in a company - 
such as departmental managers and decision makers for investments and strategic 
commercial decisions. 

Note! In RAMP, pushing and pulling forces must be measured with a dynamometer. 
This is described in more detail in the section on pushing and pulling work in 2.2.2 and 3.2.2 
in this user manual. 

Note! It is advisable for information about loads to be documented and saved and that 
the work being analysed is documented with video. This is to make assessment easier, as 
well as providing a baseline that can be used for comparisons and follow up. 

Note! In RAMP it is primarily the work and workstations that are assessed. If you wish 
to assess the load on an employee, exposure to each factor over the working day must be 
added together. 

Note! The RAMP tool is described in the project’s final report (Rose, 2014), in conference 
presentations and in articles in international, scientifically reviewed periodicals. Scientific 
documentation is still continuing (2017). There is a list of publications on the website 
ramp.proj.kth.se. 
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2. RAMP I and the RAMP I program 
This section starts with a description of the RAMP I program’s structure (2.1). There follows 
a description of RAMP I and an explanation of how to assess the various risk factors in the 
checklist, as well as some examples (2.2). The section concludes with an example of results 
presentation, automatically generated action suggestions and part of an action plan, as well as 
a reference to where to read more about the Action module (2.3). 

Note! Appendix 2 has a printout of a PDF file of the RAMP I checklist. This can be used as 
support during the actual assessment of a task, out at a service workshop for example, but to 
get the results of the assessment the “Checklist” sheet in the RAMP I program must be 
filled in. When this is done, the results can be seen on the “Results” sheet in the RAMP I 
program.  

2.1 The RAMP I program’s structure 
In the RAMP I program there are seven sheets: 

The sheet ”Introduction”: This has a general presentation of RAMP, an introduction to 
RAMP I and instructions for the Excel program, see Figure 3. It is important to read the 
information on this sheet.  

 

Figure 3: Part of the interface on the ”Introduction” sheet in the RAMP I program.  

 

 

RAMP - Risk Assessment and Management tool for manual handling Proactively

Welcome to RAMP I© (version 1.02)

RAMP© Linda Rose & Carl Lind, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Unit of Ergonomics 

RAMP consists of four parts:
 RAMP I - Checklist assessment

               RAMP II - In depth analysis

        Results module - Display results at different level of scope and detail

        Action module - Action model, Action suggestions & Action plans
The Action module is intended to support risk reducing measures. It consists of three parts: 1) the Action model , which is intended 
to be used by the company as a structured support to systematically develop risk reducing measures. It can be printed and used at 
e.g. workshops to develop measures; 2) the Action suggestions , which automatically presents suggestions for measures to take to 
reduce those risks in a specific risk assessment which have been assessed as increased (yellow in RAMP II) or high (red in RAMP I 
and RAMP II); and 3) the Action plan , which can be used to plan, document and follow up risk reducing activities and thereby 
support systematic risk management. The Action module is incorporated in the RAMP I and the RAMP II Excel programs, 
respectively, as three separate sheets:”Action model”, “Action suggestions”, and “Action plan”. 

RAMP© was developed by Linda Rose and Carl Lind at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in co-operation with 
organisations from the manufacturing industry.

RAMP I is an assessment tool intended for screening of physical ergonomics risk factors when working with manual handling which 
may increase the risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs).

RAMP II is an assessment tool intended for in-depth assessment of physical ergonomics risk factors when working with manual 
handling which may increase the risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). 

The Results module can be used to display the results at different levels of detail and scope. Three levels of detail are available:   
1) Detailed , displaying results for each assessed risk factor; 2) Risk category , displaying the results for the seven risk categories; 
and 3) Overview , displaying the results at the traffic light colour-code level. Four levels of scope are possible: a single work station 
or a job, a department, a site, or a whole company. 
The Results module is developed as a separate Excel-program, one for RAMP I and one for RAMP II. The results of a specific risk 
assessment at detailed level, are included in the RAMP I and RAMP II excel program, respectively, in the “Results” sheet.

Department
Workstation A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6

1. Postures 1
2. Work movements and repetitive work 1 1 1 1 1 1
3. Lifting 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
4. Pushing and pulling 2 2 1 2 2 2
5. Influencing factors 3 3 3 3 2 4 4 4 4 4 4
6. Reports on physically strenuous work
7. Perceived physical discomfort 1 1 1
Number of red assessments       -  High risk/action level 0 2 2 0 1 3 1 3 2 3 1
Number of yellow assessments  - Risk/action level 5 4 3 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
Number of green assessments   - Low risk/action level 29 28 29 31 29 24 25 24 25 24 25

Dep.A Dep.B

Ordered by: S Borg, LC1.
Risk factor Assessment Comment Planned actions When Who Done Follow-up

1. Postures
1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards Poor lighting Improve visual conditions, lower shelf Oct 27, 2014 J Andersson Jan 27,  2015

1.3 Back posture - moderate bending
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting
1.5 Hand posture - in or above shoulder height
1.6 Hand posture - in or outside the outer work space Redesign of the work area & task Nov 28, 2014 P Kempe Jan 27, 2015
1.7 Wrist posture Redesign of the work area & task Nov 28, 2014 P Kempe Jan 27, 2016
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface
2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm Old equipment Technical  redesign Oct 15, 2014 P Kempe Jan 15, 2014
2.2 Movements of the wrist Old equipment Technical  redesign Oct 15, 2014 P Kempe Jan 15, 2015

2.3 Type of grip Pinch grip Introduction of fixture Dec 15, 2014 P Kempe March 15, 2015
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation Job enlargement & the fixture above Dec 15, 2014 P Kempe March 15, 2016
2.5 Longer recovery/variation
3. Lifting
3.1 Lifting (average case)
3.1 Lifting (worst case)
4. Pushing and pulling
4.1 Pushing and pulling (average case)
4.2 Pushing and pulling  (worst case)
5. Influencing factors
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm
 a+b. Hand-arm vibration
c. manually handling of warm or cold object
d. Impact to the hand Introduce technicl aid Dec 15,2015 P Kempe March 15, 2016
e. Heavy hand-tool
f. Heavy precision hand-tool
5.2 Other physical factors
a+b. Whole body vibrations
c. Poor visual conditions
d. Hot or cold temperatures or draughty environment
e. Standing or walking on a hard surface Introduce shoes with cushoning soles Oct 15, 2014 P Kempe March 15, 2016
f. Prolonged sitting
g. Prolonged standing
h. Kneeling/squatting
5.3 Work organizational and psychosocial factors
a. Lack of possibilities to influence the work pace Decision latitude workshop Nov 27, 2014 J Andresson Jan 27, 2015
b. Lack of possibilities to influence the work settings/process
c. Difficulties in keeping up with the work tasks
d. Work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer breaks
6. Reports on physically strenuous work
6.1 Documented reporting on physically strenuous work
6.2 Typ of work that has led to reporting
7. Perceived physical discomfort
7.1 Perceived physical discomfort Expert evaluation of work task Nov 27, 2014 J Andresson Dec21, 2014

Action plan for risk reduction for Work station A1 , Department A
Formed by: S Borg, J Andersson & L Kerr Date : August 15, 2014 Note: High priority
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The sheet ”Input data”: This has a table to be filled in with information about the work to be 
assessed, see Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: The table on the ”Input data” sheet in the RAMP I program.  

 

The sheet ”Checklist”: This is a checklist to be filled in to obtain a RAMP I assessment. 
Questions about different risk factors are grouped into seven risk categories. Figure 5 shows 
part of the Checklist, the whole of which can be found in Appendix 2. Note! If you cross off 
both “Yes” and “No” for any question/statement (also called “assessment items”), both 
crosses (x) in the checklist are marked in red. 

 

Figure 5: Part of the checklist on the ”Checklist” sheet in the RAMP I program. 

 

The sheet ”Results”: This presents what work has been assessed as well as the results of the 
RAMP I assessment. The result of the assessment of risk and priority level is given on a three 
grade colour scale, where green signals low risk for most employees, although individual 
improvement action may be needed, grey means investigate further, while red means a high 
risk for most employees and that improvement measures should be given a high priority. This 
is described in more detail in 2.2. Beneath this there is also a presentation of results at an 
overview level, showing the number of green, grey and red assessments. Figure 6 shows part 
of the Results sheet.  

 

Fill in the white areas below:

Date: Assessment of: Work/work task Employee load
Work/Work task:
Work station/Employee load:
Site: Country:
Assessment ordered by: 
Assessment completed by: 
Company representative: 
Safety/work environment personnel:
Other:
Other information:

Position:

Input data for assessment with RAMP I
Write an  "x"  on either  work/work task or employee load

Department:

Position:

Position:
Position:
Position:

Yes No Comment:
1. Postures Write your comments, if any, in the white fields below:

1.1 Does work occur often or for a long time* in any of the following unfavourable postures?                  
        * often            =   about 100 times per work day or more
        * a long time  =   about 30 minutes per work day or more

head bent backwards x
back/upper body bent or twisted - forwards, backwards or towards the side x
arm almost or fully stretched forwards (the hand more than about 45 cm from the spine) x
hand above shoulder height or below knee height    x
hand/arm brought outwards to the side (to the right or to the left) x

1.2 Does work occur in any of the following unfavourable postures about 1 hour per work day 
      or more?

head clearly twisted or bent - forwards or towards a side x
hand clearly bent upwards, downwards or towards a side x
legs or feet have insufficient space, or the surface is unstable or with a slope x

2. Work movements and repetitive work Yes No
2.1 Does work occur in any of the following ways?      

the work cycle is shorter than 30 seconds x
the work cycle is between 30 seconds and 5 minutes x
similar work movements are repeated more than 1/10 up to half of the work cycle time x
similar work movements are repeated more than half of the work cycle time x

RAMP I - Checklist for screening physical risks for manual handling
Note! Write an  "x" (small x) in each " Yes" or "No" statement box under each question.
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Figure 1: RAMP´s Action model                                                                        

Description of actions in RAMP's Action model  

                          RAMP's Action model     

For risk management, opt at eliminating the risk, for example by seeking technical solutions or changed work 
                 

                    
                 

                  
                 

                   
                      

                  
                  

            

 

Figure 6: Part of the results on the ”Results” sheet in the RAMP I program. 

 

The sheet ”Action model”: This has the Action model with instructions. This can be printed 
out and used by the company to help in developing suggestions for reducing risks. Figure 7 
shows part of the Action model sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Part of the Action model and its instructions on the ”Action model” sheet in the RAMP I 
program. 

Assessment of:

Department:
Country:
Position:
Position:
Position:
Position:
Position:

1. Postures
1.1 Does work occur often or for a long time in any of the following unfavourable postures?                            

head bent backwards 1
back/upper body bent or twisted - forwards, backwards or towards the side 1
arm almost or fully stretched forwards (the hand more than about 45 cm from the spine) 0
hand above shoulder height or below knee height    0
hand/arm brought outwards to the side (to the right or to the left)  0

1.2 Does work occur in any of the following unfavourable postures about 1 hour per work day 
      or more?

head clearly twisted or bent - forwards or towards a side 0
hand clearly bent upwards, downwards or towards a side 0
legs or feet have insufficient space, or the surface is unstable or with a slope 0

2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 & 2.2 Work movements and repetitive work?           1
3. Lifting work
3.1 Does lifting of loads occur?
3.2 How heavy are the loads and how often are they lifted?

less than 3 kg more than 100 times per work day 0
3-7 kg more than 40 times per work day 0
more than 7 kg -14 kg more than 20 times per work day 0
more than 14 kg -25 kg more than 5 times per work day 1
more than 25 kg 2

Assessment completed by: 
Company representative: 

Other:

Results of the RAMP I analysis
Date:

Work/Work task:

Assessment ordered by: 

Safety/work environment personnel:

Work station/Employee load:
Site:

 

DF
Sweden
Site manager
Ergonomics manager
Technical manager
Safety officer
 

2016-05-23 Work/work task
A7_Provide/serve DF

RAMP  I assessment Assessment User comments

Other information:  

A7_Servin task
Stockholm
J Andersson
J Nord
J Martin
L Palm
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The sheet ”Action suggestions”: This shows automatically generated action suggestions for 
the risk factors that were assessed as red, see Figure 8. Note! The risk factors that were 
assessed as grey need to be investigated further before an assessment of risk level can be 
made. For this reason there are no action suggestions for these.  

 

Figure 8: An example of automatically generated action suggestions shown on the ”Action suggestions” 
sheet in the RAMP I program. 

 

The sheet ”Action plan”: This shows a template for an action plan, based on the assessment 
results. Figure 9 shows an example of part of what the template for an action plan for an 
assessment looks like. The template, which is partly filled in automatically, can be used to 
create an action plan for reducing risks and can contain planned measures, when they should 
be performed, who is responsible and planned follow up.  

 

Figure 9: An example of part of the template for an action plan based on the results of an assessment on 
the ”Action plan” sheet in the RAMP I program.  

 

3. Lifting work Page 3

3.1 Lifted load exceeds 25 kg
Type of 
action

T&D

T&D Introduce technical aids to reduce the magnitude of the load handled by the 
employees, or designed supports which reduce the employees strain level when 
handling objects. Load carriers such as carts or forklifts may be appropriate to use, or 
re-design how the work is carried out, e.g. by designing equipment/machinery/aids 
where the objects are pushed, pulled or slided instead on low friction surfaces and if 
possible with technical support equipment.

Examples of suggestions for solutions

Aim at eliminating manual lifts where the lifted objects weight exceed 25 kg, e.g. by 
total or part atomization. Introducing lifting and rotating lifting tables and suchlike 
may be adequate solutions.

Date of assessment: 2016-05-23 Work station/employee load: A7_Servin task
Work/Work task: A7_Provide/serve DF Site: Stockholm

Ordered by: K Svensson Formed by: K Lindahl Date (Action plan): 2017-01-12 Note:
Assessment User comments Planned actions When By whom Ready (date) Follow-up

1. Postures
1.1 Does work occur often or for a long time?
a. Head bent backwards 1
b. Back/upper body bent or twisted - forwards, backwards or towards the side 1
c. Arm almost or fully stretched forwards 0
d. Hand above shoulder height or below knee height 0
e. Hand/arm brought outwards to the side (to the right or to the left) 0
1.2 Work in unfavourable postures about 1 hour or more?
a. Head clearly twisted or bent - forwards or towards a side 0
b. Hand clearly bent upwards, downwards or towards a side 0
c. Legs or feet have insufficient space, or the surface is unstable or with a slope 0

2.  Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 & 2.2  Work movements and repetitive work?              1

3. Lifting work
3.1  Does lifting of loads occur?
3.2. How heavy are the loads and how often are they lifted?
a. Less than 3 kg more than 100 times per work day 0
b. 3-7 kg more than 40 times per work day 0
c. More than 7 kg -14 kg more than 20 times per work day 0
d. More than 14 kg -25 kg more than 5 times per work day 1
e. More than 25 kg 2

Risk factor

Action plan based on RAMP I assessment. Note that for the risk factors assessed as grey, further investigation is needed to assess the risk level and form suggested actions.
Department:

Country:
DF
Sweden
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2.2 RAMP I and how to assess risk factors 

2.2.1 Introduction to RAMP I  
RAMP I is designed for identifying and assessing ergonomic risk factors in work that 
involves manual handling that may increase the risk of musculoskeletal disorders, MSDs. 
Manual handling involves, for example, lifting, pushing or pulling a load manually. High or 
long-term exposure to the risk factors increases the risk of MSDs developing or becoming 
worse. 

Assess a type of work or a task during an average working day. Sometimes extreme cases that 
rarely occur may need to be assessed. Base the assessment on an employee who is 
representative for the task in question, or alternatively two persons, so that so that the 
variation among employees is somewhat taken into account. The person(s) should have good 
experience in how to perform the work in an appropriate way. Those who perform the 
assessment should be familiar with how the work is performed. Otherwise, the assessment 
should be performed in consultation with a person who has such competence. The person 
making the assessment should have undergone basic training in ergonomics and an 
introduction to the RAMP method and read through the RAMP manual. 

 
The procedure for a RAMP I assessment 
1. Begin the RAMP I analysis by filling in information about the case to be analysed on 
the ”Input data” sheet in the RAMP I program, see Figure 4. Alternatively, this 
information can be entered on page 1 of the paper version of the checklist that can be found in 
Appendix 2 if you choose to fill this in before entering the data into the program. Here, you 
enter the date of the analysis, information about the work (workplace etc.) as well as whether 
the analysis relates to a working operation or task that is performed throughout the working 
day or whether the analysis intends to assess an employee’s work during a working day. You 
also enter here information about who ordered the RAMP assessment and who is performing 
it. 

2. Assess the risk factors by placing a cross in the most appropriate option on the 
”Checklist” sheet in the RAMP I program. When assessing, choose the option that best 
agrees with the situation and check (put a small ”x” in) the “Yes” or “No” box for the 
question or statement. Comments specific to the actual case can be entered in the “User 
comments” field on the right. These will then be shown on the “Results” sheet of the RAMP I 
program. In RAMP I expressions about postures (in 1.1, 1.2, 2.2. 3.3) mean that you must 
observe whether they occur. There is no lower limit here: if you can decide that the posture 
referred to occurs, then you check the “Yes” box. For example: If you can observe that work 
occurs with a twisted upper body or back (3.3), then you check the “Yes” option. 

Note! Pushing and pulling forces must be measured when using RAMP I. This is 
described in more detail in section “4. Pushing and pulling work in RAMP I” in 2.2.2.   

3. The results are shown on the ”Results” sheet in the RAMP I program. The result of the 
assessment of risk and priority levels is shown according to the three grade colour scale 
described in Figure 10. This shows whether any risk factors have been identified or not. If no 
risk factors have been identified, the risk of developing MSDs is assessed as low for persons 
with normal physical capacity. If one or more risk factors have been identified, this means 
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that either there is a high risk of developing a musculoskeletal disorder or that there is a need 
for an in-depth analysis to assess the risk. An in depth analysis can be made with RAMP II in 
most cases. 
 

 
High risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that many employees 
are at an increased risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. Improvement measures should 
be given high priority. 

 

 

Investigate further. An in more in depth analysis is required to assess the risk level.  A refined 
analysis can be carried out for example with the RAMP II module. 
 

 
Low risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that most employees 
are at a low risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. However, individuals with reduced 
physical capacity may be at risk. Individually tailored improvement measures may be needed. 

 

Figure 10: The three risk and priority areas in RAMP I. 

The result is intended to form a part of the decision making basis when prioritizing and 
choosing actions in order to reduce the risk for MSDs 

 

2.2.2 How to make assessments of risk factors in RAMP I 
1. Postures in RAMP I 
In risk category ”1. Postures” in RAMP I (see Figure 11) an assessment is made of postures 
that might lead to a risk of  MSDs, as well as the exposure (time and number of repetitions) in 
these postures.  

Figure 11: ”1. Postures” in RAMP I. 
 
Assessment 
In 1.1 you answer “Yes” if work in the relevant posture occurs often (about 100 times or more 
per working day) or for a long time (about 30 minutes or more per working day). 
 
In 1.2 you answer “Yes” if work in the relevant statement occurs for about one hour or more 
per working day.  
 
Other 
1.1 and 1.2 about hand and arm: The assessment for hand and arm refers to the hand/arm that 
has the highest load.   

Yes No
1. Postures 
1.1 Does work occur often or for a long time* in any of the following unfavourable postures?                  
        * often            =   about 100 times per work day or more
        * a long time  =   about 30 minutes per work day or more

head bent backwards 
back/upper body bent or twisted - forwards, backwards or towards the side
arm almost or fully stretched forwards (the hand more than about 45 cm from the spine)
hand above shoulder height or below knee height    
hand/arm brought outwards to the side (to the right or to the left)

1.2 Does work occur in any of the following unfavourable postures about 1 hour per work day 
      or more?

head clearly twisted or bent - forwards or towards a side
hand clearly bent upwards, downwards or towards a side
legs or feet have insufficient space, or the surface is unstable or with a slope

Note! Write an  "x" (small x) in each " Yes" or "No" statement box under each question.
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1.2 about legs and feet: Examples of an unstable surface are unsteady, slippery or uneven 
surfaces that cause the surface to be perceived as unstable. Leg or foot operated pedal work 
can also be assessed here. 
 
Example 1.1a: About bending the head backwards: If work occurs with the head bent 
backwards once per hour and lasts for about 5 seconds each time, this means that during a 
working day the work occurs about 8 times (which is fewer than 100 times) and lasts for a 
total of about 40 seconds (which is less than 30 minutes). Check “No” for the first statement 
in 1.1 about bending the head backwards. 
 
Example 1.2a: About the head clearly twisted or bent forwards or towards a side: If a person 
works with the head clearly turned to the side for 20 minutes and simultaneously clearly bent 
forwards, the time is assessed as 20 minutes (which is less than 30 minutes). Check “No” for 
the first statement in 1.2 about the head clearly twisted or bent forwards or towards a side. 
 
Example 1.2b: About hand posture: If a person works with a hand clearly bent upwards for 
20 minutes and later in the day with the hand clearly bent downwards for 30 minutes and later 
still with the hand clearly bent to the side for 15 minutes, these times are added together (20 + 
30 + 15 minutes = 65 minutes). Check “Yes” to the second statement in 1.2 about hand 
posture. 
 
 
2. Work movements and repetitive work in RAMP I 
In risk category ”2. Work movements and repetitive work” in RAMP I (see Figure 12) 
questions are answered about work movements and repetition.  

 
Figure 12: ”2. Work movements and repetitive work” in RAMP I. Here filled in according to Example 
2.1a. 
 

Assessment 
In 2.1there are statements about the length of the work cycle and how much of the work cycle 
is made up of similar tasks. If none of the statements in 2.1 is correct (i.e. if you answer “No” 
to all of them in  2.1), go on to ”3. Lifting work”. Otherwise, also answer 2.2. 

Example 2.1a: A person stands at a packing station and lifts ready-packed food products 
from a moving belt and down into a crate. Each crate holds 20 ready-packed food products. 
When the crate is full the person lifts it onto a pallet. The person then lifts a new crate down 
from a storage shelf and places it at the packing station. The same working procedure then 
starts again. Continues on next page! 

2. Work movements and repetitive work Yes No
2.1 Does work occur in any of the following ways?      

the work cycle is shorter than 30 seconds x
the work cycle is between 30 seconds and 5 minutes x
similar work movements are repeated more than 1/10 up to half of the work cycle time x
similar work movements are repeated more than half of the work cycle time x

If "No" on all in 2.1, go to 3. If "Yes" on any in 2.1, answer 2.2 below.
2.2 How long time of the working day does such work occur? Choose one alternative.     

the work or similar work tasks are carried out between 1 and 4 hours of the work day x
the work or similar work tasks are carried out for more than 4 hours of the work day x
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Example 2.1a continued: This work cycle takes 1.5 minutes, of which filling the crate takes 
just over 1 minute. The person performs this work for 2 hours every working day. In this case 
the work cycle is assessed to be 1.5 minutes and that similar work movements are performed 
in more than half of the work cycle (at least 1 minute of the total 1.5 minutes). Check “No” 
for the first and third statements in 2.1 and “Yes” for the second and fourth statements in 2.1. 
Check “Yes” for statement 1 in 2.2 (work is performed for 2 hours per working day, which is 
more than 1 but less than 4 hours per working day) and “No” for the second statement  in 2.2. 
 
 
3. Lifting work in RAMP I 
In risk category ”3. Lifting work” in RAMP I (see Figure 13) lifting work is assessed. 
 
Assessment 
In 3.1 an assessment is made of whether lifting work occurs. If it does not occur, check “No” 
for 3.1 and go straight to ”4. Pushing and pulling work”. Otherwise, fill in questions 3.2 and 
3.3 of the checklist. 
In 3.2 you can check several options if lifting of loads in more than one of the weight ranges 
occurs. In each weight range there is also a statement about how often the lift occurs. 
In 3.2 you answer statements about whether lifting work occurs in any of the unfavourable 
posture mentioned. 
 

 
Figure 13: ”3. Lifting work” in RAMP I, filled in according to Example 3a.  
 
Example 3a: If a working operation consists of lifting two types of loads, loads that weigh 
2.8 kg 10 times an hour and loads that weight 8 kg 4 times an hour, and the 8 kg lift is done 
with a bent upper body, you complete the checklist as follows: ”Less than 3 kg” is answered 
with “Yes” (2.8 kg is less than 3 kg). The next statement, ”- more than 100 times a day”, 
should be answered with “No”(10 times an hour gives 80 times a day, which is less than 100 
times per working day). The next two statements are answered with “No” because no loads 
weighing 3-7 kg are handled. Continues on next page! 

3. Lifting work Yes No
3.1 Does lifting of loads occur? If "No", go to 4. x
3.2 How heavy are the loads and how often are they lifted?

less than 3 kg x
                                           -  more than 100 times per work day x
3-7 kg x
                                           -  more than 40 times per work day x
more than 7 kg -  14 kg x
                                         -  more than 20 times per work day x
more than 14 kg - 25 kg x
                                          -  more than 5 times per work day x
more than 25 kg x

3.3 Do the lifts generally occur in any of the following unfavourable postures? 
back/upper body clearly bent x
back/upper clearly twisted x
hand above shoulder height x
hand below knee height x
hand outside forearm distance x
arm clearly brought outward (to the right or to the left) x
lifting/holding with overhand grip (palm facing downward) x
one-hand lift where the load exceeds 6 kg x
lifting while seated where the load exceeds 7 kg x
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Example 3a continued: Answer the statement “more than 7 kg – 14 kg” with “Yes” (8 kg 
weights are lifted) and the next statement “-more than 20 times per working day” with 
“Yes”(4 times an hour for 8 hours means it is done 32 times per working day). The remaining 
statements in 2.1 are answered with “No” because no loads weighing more than 8 kg are 
being lifted. Check “Yes” for the first statement in 2.2 because the 8 kg lift is done with a bent 
upper body and “No” for the others. 
 
 
4. Pushing and pulling work in RAMP I 
In risk category ”4. Pushing and pulling work” in RAMP I (see Figure 14) pushing and 
pulling work is assessed. Pushing and pulling involves moving an object that entirely or partly 
rests on a surface or is suspended, e.g. in an overhead transporter (Swedish Work 
Environment Authority, 2012, p 28). 
 

Figure 14: ”4. Pushing and pulling work” in RAMP I, filled in as in Example 4a.   
 
Assessment 
In 4.1 an assessment is made of whether pushing and pulling work occurs. If it does not occur, 
check “No” for 4.1 and go straight to ”5. Influencing factors”. Otherwise, fill in questions 4.2- 
4.4 of the checklist.  
 
In 4.2 you check whether the measured force exceeds the stated limit values or not. In 4.3 you 
answer whether pushing and pulling work is performed in any of the unfavourable postures 
mentioned and in 4.4 whether the person performing the work must bear part of the load. 
 
Other 
Pushing and pulling forces must be measured with a dynamometer. If a load is pushed or 
pulled for less than 5 seconds, only measure the force used to get it moving. If a load is 
pushed or pulled for 5 seconds or more, measure both the force used to get it moving (the 
starting force) and also the continuous force during the move. When measuring forces, apply 
the dynamometer to the place where one normally places the hand(s) and pushes or pulls the 
load carrier (trolley or similar) that is to be moved. Try to recreate the development of forces 
that occurs in reality. Do not get the load into motion with a jerk! Repeat the measurement 
five times and take the median as the value of the force. This applies when measuring both 
types of force - pushing and pulling. The median value of a number of figures is the middle 

4. Pushing and pulling work Yes No
4.1 Does pushing and pulling work occur? If "No", go to 5. x
4.2 How large is the exerted force in the pushing or pulling work?

the starting force (the force to start the object moving) exceeds 150 Newton x
the starting force (the force to start the object moving) exceeds 300 Newton x
the continuous force (the force to keep the object moving) exceeds 100 Newton x
the continuous force (the force to keep the object moving) exceeds 200 Newton x

4.3 Does the pushing and pulling work generally occur in any of the following unfavourable conditions?
the gripping height clearly deviates from elbow height x
the work is carried out with the back/upper body clearly twisted x
the force is exerted towards the side or upwards (i.e. not straight forwards or backwards) x
the force is exerted with one hand x
the pushing or pulling is carried out often (approx. more than 100 times per work day) x
the pushing or pulling distance exceeds 30 meters x

 4.4 Are load carriers with 1-2 wheels (e.g. two-wheel cart) or similar used, under the following condition?
the employee bares the whole or part of the load, and the load weight exceeds 100 kg x
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value by size. For the figures 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, it is 5 that is the median value. With an even 
number, the average of the two middle values is taken as the media. 
The situation where forces are measured must resemble the development of forces that occurs 
in reality with regard, for example, to weight of load, underlying surface, speed/acceleration, 
type of load carrier and its condition, direction of force and handle height. 
 

Example 4a: Part of a job consists of pushing a trolley to a “train” that is then driven onward 
automatically in a production system. The handle height of the trolleys being pushed is above 
shoulder height. The starting force has been measured and the median value is 250 Newtons 
(N) and since pushing goes on for about 10 seconds the continuous force has also been 
measured. Its median value was measured as 200 N. 
 

Check “Yes” for 4.1 because pushing work occurs. Check “Yes” for the first statement in 4.2, 
since 250 N is more than 150 N and “No” for statement two, since 250 N is less than 300 N. 
Check “Yes” for statement three in 4.2 since 200 N is more than 100 N and “No” for the 
fourth statement, since 200 N is not more than 200 N but exactly 200 N. In 4.3 the first 
statement is answered with “Yes” because the handle height is above axle height, which 
clearly differs from elbow height. Check “No” for the other statements in 4.3. 
 
 
5. Influencing factors in RAMP I 
In risk category ”5. Influencing factors in RAMP I (see Figure15) questions are answered 
about whether any of the influencing factors occur. These factors are divided into ”5.1 
Influencing physical factors hand/arm”, ”5.2 Other physical factors” and ”5.3 Work 
organisational and psychosocial factors”. The assessment of these is described in more detail 
below.  

 
Figure 15: “5. Influencing factors” in RAMP I, filled in according to example 5a. 
 
Example 5a: A person works at a machine for 4 hours per day and stands on a platform that 
vibrates and picks finished products. Continues on next page!  

5.  Influencing factors Yes No
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".

the employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 20 minutes (10 for strongly vib) x
the employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 90 minutes (60 for strongly vib) x
warm or cold objects are handled manually x
the hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time* x
holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes x
holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes x

5.2 Other physical factors - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".
the employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 1 hour x
the employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 6 hours x
the visual conditions are insufficient for the task x
the work is carried out in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments x
standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day x
prolonged sedentary work without possibility to change to do the work standing up x
prolonged standing work without possibility to change to do the work sitting down x
kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes x

there is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed x
there is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried out x
it is often difficult to keep up with the work tasks x
the employees often work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer break x
there is no possibility for recovery time during the work (other than formal breaks) x

5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial factors - do the following occur?
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Example 5a continued: The products come on a moving belt at what the person perceives to 
be a rapid tempo. The person places them in a carton and when this is full places it on an EU 
pallet, picks up a new carton and begins to fill this with products from the moving belt. The 
products have a temperature of 4 degrees Celsius.  
 
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm 
The employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations 
 

 
Assessment 
Assess the total time the employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations and whether this is 
powerful. 
 
Other 
A powerfully vibrating tool is one that has a vibration level over 10 m/s2. 
Vibrations that are transferred to the hands, such as from vibrating tools, can lead to MSDs. If 
vibrations occur it is recommended that the situation in the particular case is analysed in more 
depth, for example by going into the Vibration Database 
(http://www.av.se/teman/vibration/poangmetoden/handvibrationer/), or by taking 
measurements and comparing with the Vibration Directive. There is also more information on 
the Swedish Work Environment Authority website (http://www.av.se).  
 
 
 
Manual handling of warm and cold objects 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether objects that are warm or cold are handled manually. 
 
Other 
Objects colder than 10°C are here counted as cold and objects hotter than 43°C are counted as 
hot (Lindqvist & Skogsberg, p. 93, 2007). 
 
Example 5a continued: Check “Yes” for the third statement in 5.1 (”objects that are hot or 
cold are handled manually”), since the objects handled have a temperature of 4 °C, which is 
colder than 10°C. 
 
 
 
The hand is used as an impact tool 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether the hand is used as an impact/striking tool often or for a long time. 

5.  Influencing factors Yes No
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".

the employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 20 minutes (10 for strongly vib)
the employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 90 minutes (60 for strongly vib)

warm or cold objects are handled manually

the hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time*

http://www.av.se/teman/vibration/poangmetoden/handvibrationer/
http://www.av.se/
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Other 
Here ”often” means about 100 times a working day or more and ”for a long time” means for 
about 30 minutes or more per working day. 
 
 
 
Holding hand tools including precision tools 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether a hand tool weighing more than 2.3 kg is held for more than a total of 30 
minutes per working day. 
 
Assess whether a precision tool weighing more than 0.4 kg is held for more than a total of 30 
minutes per working day. 
 
5.2 Other physical factors 
Whole-body vibrations 

 
Assessment 
Assess the total time the employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations. 
 
Other 
Whole-body vibrations that for example are transferred when sitting or standing on a vibrating 
surface can lead to an increased risk of low back conditions. If vibrations occur it is 
recommended that the situation in the particular case is analysed in more depth, for example 
by going into the Vibration Database (http://www.vibration.db.umu.se/), or by taking 
measurements and comparing with the Vibration Directive. There is also more information on 
the Swedish Work Environment Authority website (http://www.av.se). 
 
Example 5a continued: Check “Yes” for the first statement in 5.2 (”employee exposed to 
whole-body vibrations for more than 1 hour”), and “No” for the second statement in 5.2 
(”employee exposed to whole-body vibrations for more than 6 hours”), since the employee is 
exposed to whole- body vibrations for 4 hours. 
 
 
Visual conditions 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether visual conditions are insufficient for the work from a visual ergonomics 
perspective. 
 
Other 
This means that visual conditions are insufficient to be able to perform the work from a visual 
ergonomics perspective. The reasons for this may include unsuitable lighting, glare, weak 

holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes 
holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes

5.2 Other physical factors - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".
the employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 1 hour
the employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 6 hours

the visual conditions are insufficient for the task

http://www.vibration.db.umu.se/
http://www.av.se/
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contrast, poor sharpness, how the workplace is arranged in relation to the light and the 
employee’s own visual ability in combination with any aids to vision. Poor visual conditions 
can also give rise to unfavourable postures in an attempt to see better, which can affect the 
risk of MSDs. 
 
 
Ambient climate (cold, heat and draught)

 
Assessment 
Assess whether the work is performed in hot or cold conditions or in a draught. 
 
Other 
Here a cold environment means that the air temperature is less than 10°C and a warm 
environment usually means that the air temperature is over 25 °C (Bohgard et al. p. 195, 
2010). 
 

 
Hard surface 

 
Assessment 

Assess whether the work is performed standing or walking on a hard surface for more than 
half of the working day. 

Other 
This may require expert assessment in which various properties of the surface and footwear 
are considered together. Concrete is an example of a hard surface. Here parquet floors and 
mats are not generally counted as hard surfaces. However, consideration should be given to 
the employee’s perception. Also, note that a surface that is very soft can have a tiring effect 
on the employee. 
 

 
Prolonged sedentary work or standing 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether the work is performed with prolonged sitting without an opportunity to 
change to standing work. 
 
Assess whether the work is performed with prolonged standing without an opportunity to 
change to sitting work. 

Other 
Firstly assess whether the work is performed sitting (or standing) still or not. If for example 
there is a great deal of variation between walking and standing, then the work is not assessed 
as prolonged standing still. 
 
To assess whether a person works in prolonged standing (still) postures, you must assess 
whether the person is working standing with no opportunity to sit. Standing work that has 
variety, such as changing to walking at times, is assessed as not prolonged standing.  

the work is carried out in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments

standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day

prolonged sedentary work without possibility to change to do the work standing up
prolonged standing work without possibility to change to do the work sitting down
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Kneeling and squatting 

 
Assessment 

Assess whether the work involves kneeling or squatting/crouching more than 30 times or for 
more than 30 minutes. 

Example 5b: An employee works kneeling for 20 minutes in the morning and for 25 minutes 
in the afternoon. Calculation: 20 + 25 minutes = 45 minutes, that is more than 30 minutes. 
Check “Yes”. 

 
 
5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial factors 
Influence over work pace and set-up of work 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether or not there is a possibility to influence the pace (tempo) at which the work is 
performed. 
 

Assess whether there is no possibility to influence how the work is set up or how it is 
performed. 

Other 
Here, ”there is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed” means that the 
tempo is controlled by someone other than the person doing the work. This means that there 
are few or no opportunities to vary the work tempo or perform the work at one’s own pace.  
 

Here, ”there is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried 
out” refers to the decision latitude of the employee performing the work, for example if the 
employee has the chance to participate and influence how the work is performed and 
organised. 
 

Preferably ask several (for instance 3-5) persons in assessing these risk factors. 
 

Example 5a continued: Check “Yes” for the first statement in 5.3  ” there is no possibility to 
influence at what pace the work is performed”, since the moving belt in this case feeds the 
products at a relatively high and fixed tempo. 
 

 
Work tempo/pace

 
Assessment 

Assess whether it is difficult to get the work done in the time. 
Assess whether the employees often work quickly (make up time) so as to take longer breaks. 

Other 
Preferably ask several (for instance 3-5) persons in assessing this risk factor. 

kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes

there is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed
there is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried out

5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial factors - do the following occur?

it is often difficult to keep up with the work tasks
the employees often work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer break
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Recovery during work (other than formal breaks)  

 
Assessment 

Assess whether there is no opportunity for recovery time during the course of the work other 
than in breaks. 

Other 
Preferably ask several (for instance 3-5) persons in assessing this risk factor. 
 
 
 
6. Reports of physically strenuous work in RAMP I 
The risk category ”6. Reports of physically strenuous work” in RAMP I (see Figure16) deals 
with whether there is documented reporting of physically strenuous work in the performance 
of the task.  
 
Assessment 
Investigate whether there is documented reporting (such as incident reporting) of physically 
strenuous work in the performance of the task. 

Other 
Here reports of physically strenuous work refers, for example, to reporting in the form of 
records in the company health service, notes on risk analyses, incident reporting, records of 
safety inspections and similar. 

 
Figure 16: “6. Reports of physically strenuous work” in RAMP I, filled in as in Example 6.2a 
 
Example 6.2a: A person who does servicing work at a service workshop has been examined 
by the company health service for shoulder and knee problems. The problems have been 
related to a task in which the person performs heavy lifting in a squatting/crouching position. 
Check “Yes” for 6.1 and “Yes” for “lifting” in 6.2.  
 
 
 
7. Perceived physical discomfort in RAMP I 
In risk category ”7. Perceived physical discomfort” in RAMP I (see Figure17) questions are 
answered on whether employees assess that there are aspects of the work being assessed that 
lead to physical discomfort. 

there is no possibility for recovery time during the work (other than formal breaks) 

6. Reports on physically strenuous work Yes No
6.1 Do documented reports exist on physically strenuous tasks (near misses, incident reports, 
       journal notes, or other) when carrying out the work task? x
6.2  If "Yes" on 6.1 , what type of work  that has led to this? If "No", go to 7.

lifting x
holding/carrying
pushing/pulling
pushing with hand or fingers
other: (if any, please replace this text)
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Figure 17: “7. Perceived physical discomfort” in RAMP I, filled in as in Example 7.2a. 
 
Assessment 
Investigate whether employees assess that there are aspects of the work that lead to physical 
discomfort (e.g. to muscles or joints). 

Other 
Ask five employees if there are aspects of the work that lead to physical discomfort (e.g. to 
muscles or joints) during the working day. If fewer than five persons perform the work, ask 
all of them. If one or more employees answer “Yes” to the question, check “Yes” for 7.1 and 
ask them what they consider to be the worst aspect of the work. Enter this information in 7.2.   
This type of information, i.e. whether the employees perceive physical discomfort that they 
judge to be connected to the work, can be important information that can help to identify a 
working environment problem that can lead to MSDs. It can be used in the work of improving 
the working environment and reducing personal injury risks. 
 
This question can also be viewed as an extra check that can capture work environment 
problems that the rest of the RAMP I checklist may not. There is research that shows that 
perceived discomfort in the body ca be an early predictor of MSDs. 
 
Example 7.2a: At a warehouse five employees are asked this question. They all say that they 
perceive physical discomfort that they mainly connect with picking a special product item 
called “B7” from a height of 190 cm. 7.1 is answered with “Yes” and for all of them ”Picking 
product item B7 from 190 cm” is entered in 7.2.  
 

2.3 Example of the Results and Action modules in the RAMP I program 
In this section an example is given of the detailed results presentation that can be found on the 
“Results” sheet in the RAMP I program and in the three sheets that contain the Action module 
in the program. For a more detailed description of the Action module, see section 5. Section 4 
describes the Results program, which can be used to compare the results from several 
assessments and present them at different levels of detail. 
 

 

2.3.1 Example of the Results sheet after a RAMP I assessment 
On the “Results” sheet in the RAMP I program, results are given at a detailed level of the 
assessment performed in RAMP I. Figure 18 shows an example. 

At the top information that was entered on the “Input data” sheet is shown. Then come the 
assessment and the user comments that were entered during assessment. At the bottom is a 

7. Perceived physical discomfort. Ask five people who perform this work task Yes No
7.1 Are there parts of the work which lead to physical discomfort (e.g. in muscles or joints) 
      during the work day? Answer "Yes" if any employee experiences such discomfort. x
7.2  If "Yes" on question 7.1, which is the worst task?
Person 1 Picking product item B7 from 190 cm
Person 2 Picking product item B7 from 190 cm
Person 3 Picking product item B7 from 190 cm
Person 4 Picking product item B7 from 190 cm
Person 5 Picking product item B7 from 190 cm
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compilation of the results, how many risk factors have been assessed as green, grey and red. 
See section 2.2 of this user manual for what the different colours represent. 
 

 
Figure 18: Example of the detailed results that are shown on the ”Results” sheet in the RAMP I program.  

Assessment of:

Department:
Country:
Position:
Position:
Position:
Position:
Position:

1. Postures
1.1 Does work occur often or for a long time in any of the following unfavourable postures?                            

head bent backwards 1
back/upper body bent or twisted - forwards, backwards or towards the side 0
arm almost or fully stretched forwards (the hand more than about 45 cm from the spine) 0
hand above shoulder height or below knee height    0
hand/arm brought outwards to the side (to the right or to the left)  0

1.2 Does work occur in any of the following unfavourable postures about 1 hour per work day 
      or more?

head clearly twisted or bent - forwards or towards a side 1
hand clearly bent upwards, downwards or towards a side 0
legs or feet have insufficient space, or the surface is unstable or with a slope 0

2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 & 2.2 Work movements and repetitive work?           0
3. Lifting work
3.1 Does lifting of loads occur?
3.2 How heavy are the loads and how often are they lifted?

less than 3 kg more than 100 times per work day 1
3-7 kg more than 40 times per work day 0
more than 7 kg -14 kg more than 20 times per work day 0
more than 14 kg -25 kg more than 5 times per work day 0
more than 25 kg 2

3.3 Do the lifts generally occur in any of the following unfavourable postures? 
back/upper body clearly bent 1
back/upper clearly twisted 0
hand above shoulder height 1
hand below knee height 0
hand outside forearm distance 0
arm clearly brought outward (to the right or to the left) 0
lifting/holding with overhand grip (palm facing downward) 0
one-hand lift where the load exceeds 6 kg 0
lifting while seated where the load exceeds 7 kg 0

4. Pushing and pulling work
4.1 Does pushing and pulling work occur?
4.2  How large is the exerted force in the pushing or pulling work?

the starting force 1
the continuous force 2

4.3 Does the pushing and pulling work generally occur in any of the following unfavourable conditions?
the gripping height clearly deviates from elbow height 1
the work is carried out with the back/upper body clearly twisted 0
the force is exerted towards the side or upwards (i.e. not straight forwards or backwards) 0
the force is exerted with one hand 0
the pushing or pulling is carried out often (approx. more than 100 times per work day) 0
the pushing or pulling distance exceeds 30 meters 0

 4.4 Load carriers with 1-2 wheels (e.g. two-wheel cart) or similar with load weight  > 100 kg? 0
5. Influencing factors
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".

the employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations 0
warm or cold objects are handled manually 0
the hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time 0
holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes 0
holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes 0

5.2 Other physical factors - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".
the employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations 2
the visual conditions are insufficient for the task  
the work is carried out in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments 0
standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day 0
prolonged sedentary work without possibility to change to do the work standing up 0
prolonged standing work without possibility to change to do the work sitting down 0
kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes 0

there is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed 1
there is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried out 0
it is often difficult to keep up with the work tasks 0
the employees often work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer break 0
there is no possibility for recovery time during the work (other than formal breaks) 0

6. Reports on physically strenuous work
6.1 Do documented reports exist on physically strenuous tasks when carrying out the work task?  1
6.2  If "Yes" on 6.1 , what type of work  that has led to this?

lifting x
holding/carrying
pushing/pulling
pushing with hand or fingers

7. Perceived physical discomfort  Ask five people who perform this work task
7.1  Are there parts of the work which lead to physical discomfort (e.g. in muscles or joints) during the work day? 1
7.2  If "Yes" on question 7.1, which is the worst task?
Person 1 Picking work from high heights
Person 2 Picking work from high heights
Person 3 Picking work from high heights
Person 4 Picking work from high heights
Person 5 Picking work from high heights
Other comments (below):

Results summary:
Number of red assessments (high risk) 3
Number of grey assessments (investigate further) 10
Number of green assessments (low risk) 37

Assessment completed by: 
Company representative: 

Other:

Results of the RAMP I analysis
Date:

Work/Work task:

Assessment ordered by: 

Safety/work environment personnel:

Work station/Employee load:
Site:

 

DF
Sweden
Site manager
Ergonomics manager
Technical manager 
Safety officer
 

Avbout twice per day

2016-06-23

5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial factors - do the following occur?

Work/work task
Provide/serve DF

RAMP  I assessment Assessment User comments

Other information:  

A9_Serving task
Stockholm
J Andersson
J Nord
J Martin
L pAlm
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2.3.2 Examples of the three Action module sheets after a RAMP I assessment 
The last three sheets in the RAMP I program show the three parts of the Action module, 
which is described in more detail in section 5. 
 
 
The Action model 
The RAMP I method’s Action model is shown on the sheet “Action model”. It is intended that 
this can be printed out and used by the company when developing solution suggestions for 
actions that are tailored to the problem in hand. On the “Action model” sheet is the model 
illustrated in Figure 19, a brief description and Table 1, which gives suggestions for action.  
 

 
 

Figure 19: Illustration of the Action model in RAMP. 
 
 
The Action suggestions 
On the “Action suggestions” sheet are automatically produced action suggestions for the risk 
factors that were assessed as red in RAMP I. Note! No suggestions are given for grey 
assessments, because an in-depth analysis needs to be done before the risk and priority level 
can be determined. Figure 20 gives an example of such a table, in this case for lifting work 
where the weight exceeds 25 kg. 
 
 
The Action plan 
The “Action plan” sheet gives a template for an action plan. Here the results of the assessment 
are filled in and it can be used to formulate action plans including what measures are planned, 
when they are to be performed, who is responsible and when follow up is to be done, see 
Figure 21. 
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Figure 20: Example of automatically generated Action suggestions on the ”Action suggestions” sheet in 
the RAMP I program. I this case for lifting work where the weight handled exceeds 25 kg. 
 

 
Figure 21: Example of part of an Action plan in which the results of the RAMP I assessment have already 
been automatically entered.

3. Lifting work Page 3

3.1 Lifted load exceeds 25 kg
Type of 
action

T&D

T&D

T&D

T&D

ORG

ORG

EMPL
V&S
ENV

Work with aims, visions and strategies for decreasing the MSD risks.

Introduce technical aids to reduce the magnitude of the load handled by the 
employees, or designed supports which reduce the employees strain level when 
handling objects. Load carriers such as carts or forklifts may be appropriate to use, or 
re-design how the work is carried out, e.g. by designing equipment/machinery/aids 
where the objects are pushed, pulled or slided instead on low friction surfaces and if 
possible with technical support equipment.

Examples of suggestions for solutions

Aim at eliminating manual lifts where the lifted objects weight exceed 25 kg, e.g. by 
total or part atomization. Introducing lifting and rotating lifting tables and suchlike 
may be adequate solutions.

Aim at smooth logistics access, a layout that enables easy movements and good flow 
and also consider physical (e.g. noise), thermal (cold/heat) and chemical factors.

Introduce technical aids to transport or present the objects so that the magnitude of 
exerted force and the time when the object is handled by the employee is reduced. 
Another suggestion is to secure that it is easy to visually inspect or physically feel 
that the work is performed correctly. 
Consider reducing the weight of the objects handled. This can be achieved e.g. by 
reducing the number of components in each object. Another way is to increase the 
weight of the objects handled so that lifting aids definitively are needed. 
Mandate the use of lifting devices. These should be designed so that they are user 
friendly and not seen as a hindrance. One way of achieving this is to engage the 
users in the design and implementation process. 
Consider work organisational changes, e.g. job enrichment, job enlargement, job 
rotation. One possibility is to require that heavy lifts are carried out by two 
employees. Investigate the work flow and aim at eliminating unnecessary material 
handling and material transports. Also consider reducing the working pace.
Inform, educate and train the employees and secure knowledge.

Date of assessment: 2016-06-23 Work station/employee load: A9_Serving task
Work/Work task: Provide/serve DF Site: Stockholm

Ordered by: Formed by: Date (Action plan): Note:
Assessment User comments Planned actions When By whom Ready (date) Follow-up

1. Postures
1.1 Does work occur often or for a long time?
a. Head bent backwards 1
b. Back/upper body bent or twisted - forwards, backwards or towards the side 0
c. Arm almost or fully stretched forwards 0
d. Hand above shoulder height or below knee height 0
e. Hand/arm brought outwards to the side (to the right or to the left) 0
1.2 Work in unfavourable postures about 1 hour or more?
a. Head clearly twisted or bent - forwards or towards a side 1
b. Hand clearly bent upwards, downwards or towards a side 0
c. Legs or feet have insufficient space, or the surface is unstable or with a slope 0

2.  Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 & 2.2  Work movements and repetitive work?              0

3. Lifting work
3.1  Does lifting of loads occur?
3.2. How heavy are the loads and how often are they lifted?
a. Less than 3 kg more than 100 times per work day 1
b. 3-7 kg more than 40 times per work day 0
c. More than 7 kg -14 kg more than 20 times per work day 0
d. More than 14 kg -25 kg more than 5 times per work day 0
e. More than 25 kg 2 Avbout twice per day
3.3 Unfavourable postures?
a. Back/upper body clearly bent 1
b. Back/upper clearly twisted 0
c. Hand above shoulder height 1
d. Hand below knee height 0
e. Hand outside forearm distance 0
f.  Arm clearly brought outward (to the right or to the left) 0
g. Lifting/holding with overhand grip (palm facing downward) 0
h. One-hand lift where the load exceeds 6 kg 0
i. Lifting while seated where the load exceeds 7 kg 0

Risk factor

Action plan based on RAMP I assessment. Note that for the risk factors assessed as grey, further investigation is needed to assess the risk level and form suggested actions.
Department:

Country:
DF
Sweden
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3. RAMP II and the RAMP II program 
This section begins with a description of the RAMP II program’s structure (3.1). There is then 
a description of RAMP II and an explanation of how to assess the various risk factors, as well 
as some examples (3.2). The section concludes with an example of results presentation and 
automatically generated action suggestions for action and part of an action plan, as well as a 
reference to where you can read more about the Action module (3.3).  

Note! Appendix 3 has a printout of the PDF file of the RAMP II form for in-depth analysis. 
This can be used for support during the actual assessment of a task, for example out at a 
service workshop, but to obtain the results of the assessment compiled and displayed on the 
“Results” sheet in the RAMP II program you must fill in the relevant Risk scores on the 
“Results” sheet in the program. There are two exceptions however: you can fill in the sheets 
”3. Lifting work” and ”4.” Pushing and pulling work” in the RAMP II program, where the 
respective Risk scores are calculated and automatically transferred to the corresponding fields 
on the “Results” sheet. 
 

3.1 The RAMP II program’s structure 
The RAMP II program has 13 sheets: 

The sheet ”Introduction”: This gives a general presentation of RAMP, an introduction to 
RAMP II and instructions for the Excel program, see Figure 22. It is important to read the 
information on this sheet. 

 

Figure 22: Part of the interface on the ”Introduction” sheet in the RAMP II program.  

RAMP - Risk Assessment and Management tool for manual handling Proactively

Welcome to RAMP II© (version 1.02)

RAMP© Linda Rose & Carl Lind, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Unit of Ergonomics 

RAMP consists of four parts:
 RAMP I - Checklist assessment

               RAMP II - In depth analysis

        Results module - Display results at different level of scope and detail

        Action module - Action model, Action suggestions & Action plans

RAMP© was developed by Linda Rose and Carl Lind at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in co-operation with 
organisations from the manufacturing industry.

RAMP I is an assessment tool intended for screening of physical ergonomics risk factors when working with manual handling which 
may increase the risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs).

RAMP II is an assessment tool intended for in-depth assessment of physical ergonomics risk factors when working with manual 
handling which may increase the risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). 

The Results module can be used to display the results at different levels of detail and scope. Three levels of detail are available:   
1) Detailed , displaying results for each assessed risk factor; 2) Risk category , displaying the results for the seven risk categories; 
and 3) Overview , displaying the results at the traffic light colour-code level. Four levels of scope are possible: a single work station 
or a job, a department, a site, or a whole company. 
The Results module is developed as a separate Excel-program, one for RAMP I and one for RAMP II. The results of a specific risk 
assessment at detailed level, are included in the RAMP I and RAMP II excel program, respectively, in the “Results” sheet.

The Action module is intended to support risk reducing measures. It consists of three parts: 1) the Action model , which is intended 
to be used by the company as a structured support to systematically develop risk reducing measures. It can be printed and used at 
e.g. workshops to develop measures; 2) the Action suggestions , which automatically presents suggestions for measures to take to 
reduce those risks in a specific risk assessment which have been assessed as increased (yellow in RAMP II) or high (red in RAMP I 
and RAMP II); and 3) the Action plan , which can be used to plan, document and follow up risk reducing activities and thereby 
support systematic risk management. The Action module is incorporated in the RAMP I and the RAMP II Excel programs, 
respectively, as three separate sheets:”Action model”, “Action suggestions”, and “Action plan”. 

Department
Workstation A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6

1. Postures 1
2. Work movements and repetitive work 1 1 1 1 1 1
3. Lifting 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
4. Pushing and pulling 2 2 1 2 2 2
5. Influencing factors 3 3 3 3 2 4 4 4 4 4 4
6. Reports on physically strenuous work
7. Perceived physical discomfort 1 1 1
Number of red assessments       -  High risk/action level 0 2 2 0 1 3 1 3 2 3 1
Number of yellow assessments  - Risk/action level 5 4 3 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
Number of green assessments   - Low risk/action level 29 28 29 31 29 24 25 24 25 24 25

Dep.A Dep.B

Ordered by: S Borg, LC1.
Risk factor Assessment Comment Planned actions When Who Done Follow-up

1. Postures
1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards Poor lighting Improve visual conditions, lower shelf Oct 27, 2014 J Andersson Jan 27,  2015

1.3 Back posture - moderate bending
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting
1.5 Hand posture - in or above shoulder height
1.6 Hand posture - in or outside the outer work space Redesign of the work area & task Nov 28, 2014 P Kempe Jan 27, 2015
1.7 Wrist posture Redesign of the work area & task Nov 28, 2014 P Kempe Jan 27, 2016
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface
2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm Old equipment Technical  redesign Oct 15, 2014 P Kempe Jan 15, 2014
2.2 Movements of the wrist Old equipment Technical  redesign Oct 15, 2014 P Kempe Jan 15, 2015

2.3 Type of grip Pinch grip Introduction of fixture Dec 15, 2014 P Kempe March 15, 2015
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation Job enlargement & the fixture above Dec 15, 2014 P Kempe March 15, 2016
2.5 Longer recovery/variation
3. Lifting
3.1 Lifting (average case)
3.1 Lifting (worst case)
4. Pushing and pulling
4.1 Pushing and pulling (average case)
4.2 Pushing and pulling  (worst case)
5. Influencing factors
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm
 a+b. Hand-arm vibration
c. manually handling of warm or cold object
d. Impact to the hand Introduce technicl aid Dec 15,2015 P Kempe March 15, 2016
e. Heavy hand-tool
f. Heavy precision hand-tool
5.2 Other physical factors
a+b. Whole body vibrations
c. Poor visual conditions
d. Hot or cold temperatures or draughty environment
e. Standing or walking on a hard surface Introduce shoes with cushoning soles Oct 15, 2014 P Kempe March 15, 2016
f. Prolonged sitting
g. Prolonged standing
h. Kneeling/squatting
5.3 Work organizational and psychosocial factors
a. Lack of possibilities to influence the work pace Decision latitude workshop Nov 27, 2014 J Andresson Jan 27, 2015
b. Lack of possibilities to influence the work settings/process
c. Difficulties in keeping up with the work tasks
d. Work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer breaks
6. Reports on physically strenuous work
6.1 Documented reporting on physically strenuous work
6.2 Typ of work that has led to reporting
7. Perceived physical discomfort
7.1 Perceived physical discomfort Expert evaluation of work task Nov 27, 2014 J Andresson Dec21, 2014

Action plan for risk reduction for Work station A1 , Department A
Formed by: S Borg, J Andersson & L Kerr Date : August 15, 2014 Note: High priority
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The sheet ”Input data”: This has a table to be filled in with information about the work to be 
assessed, see Figure 23.  

 

Figure 23: The table on the ”Input data” sheet in the RAMP II program.  

 

The sheets ”1. Postures” to “7. Perceived physical discomfort.”: These present the seven 
risk categories, one in each sheet with the risk factors (also called “assessment items”) that 
are to be assessed. Figure 24 shows part of the sheet “1. Postures”. 

 

Figure 24: Part of the sheet ”1. Postures” in the RAMP II program. 

 

The sheet ”Results”: On this sheet you enter the various Risk scores that each risk factor was 
assessed with, apart from risk category “3. Lifting work” and ”4. Pushing and pulling work”, 
which are filled in automatically on the Results sheet if the tables on these sheets have been 
filled in. The results of the assessment are also shown on the Results sheet. In addition, to 
Risk scores, the result of the assessment of risk and priority level is given on a three grade 
colour scale, where green signals low risk for most employees, although individual 
improvement actions may be needed, yellow means a risk for some employees and that 
improvement measures should be taken, while red means a high risk for most employees and 
that improvement measures should be given a high priority. This is described in more detail in 
3.2. Beneath this there is also a presentation of results at an overview level, showing the 
number of green, yellow and red assessments. Figure 25 shows part of the Results sheet. 

 

Fill in the white areas below:

Date: 2016-03-23 Assessment of: x  Work/work task Employee load
Work/Work task:
Work station/Employee load: A7_ Serving task
Site: Stockholm Country:
Assessment ordered by: J Andersson
Assessment completed by: J Nord
Company representative: J Martin
Safety/work environment personnel: L Palm
Other:
Other information:

Position: Site manager

Input data for assessment with RAMP II
Write an  "x"  on either  work/work task or employee load

A7_ Provide/Serve DF
Department: DF

Sweden

Position:

Position: Ergonomics manager
Position: Technical manager
Position: Safety officer

1.  Postures Fill in the corresponding score in the white box  Score: Comment:

1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side 7
Does a clear bending of the head forwards or to the side, or twisting to 3 to < 4 hours 5
the side occur, as shown in the figures, or more? 2 to < 3 hours 3
  1 to < 2 hours 2

30 minutes to < 1 hour 1
5 to < 30 minutes 0,5
< 5 minutes 0

1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 10
Does bending of the head backwards occur, as shown in the 1 to < 2 hours 6
figure, or more? 30 minutes to < 1 hour 3

5 to < 30 minutes 1,5
< 5 minutes 0

4 hours or more

2 hours or more
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 Figure 25: Part of the results on the”Results” sheet in the RAMP II program.  

 

The sheet ”Action model”: This has the action model with instructions. This can be printed 
out and used by the company to help in developing suggestions for reducing risks. Figure 26 
shows part of the Action model sheet.

 

Figure 26: Part of the Action model and its instructions on the ”Action model” sheet in the RAMP II 
program. (Same as Figure 7.) 

2016-03-23 Assessment of:

A7_ Serving task Department:
Stockholm Country:
J Andersson Position:
J Nord Position:
J Martin Position:
L Palm Position:
 Position:

1. Postures Write your comments  in the white fields  below:

1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side 0 1
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 2 3
1.3 Back posture - moderate bending 1 2
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting 2 3
1.5 Upper arm posture  - hand in or above shoulder height* 2 5
1.6 Upper arm posture  - hand in or outside the outer work area* 1 2
1.7 Wrist posture* 1 2
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface 1 2
2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm (upper and lower arm)* 1 2
2.2 Movements of the wrist* 1 1
2.3 Type of grip - frequency* 1 2
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation during work (mainly regarding the neck, the arms and the back) 1 4
2.5 Longer recovery/variation during work (not breaks, e.g. task rotation that gives sufficient recovery) 1 3

Safety/work environment personnel:
Other:  

Other information:  

A7_ Provide/Serve DF

RAMP II assessment

Sweden
Work station/Employee load: DF

 Work/work task

Site:

Score

 Results of the RAMP II analysis

Assessment User comments

Site manager
Ergonomics manager
Technical manager
Safety officer

Assessment ordered by: 
Assessment completed by: 

Company representative: 

Date:
Work/Work task:
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The sheet ”Action suggestions”: This shows automatically generated action suggestions for 
the risk factors that were assessed as yellow or red, see Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27: An example of automatically generated Action suggestions shown on the ”Action suggestions” 
sheet in the RAMP II program. 

 

The sheet ”Action plan”: This shows a template for an action plan, based on the assessment 
results. Figure 28 shows an example of part of what the template for an action plan for an 
assessment looks like. The template, which is partly filled in automatically, can be used to 
create an action plan for reducing risks and can contain planned measures, when they should 
be performed, who is responsible and planned follow up. 

Figure 28: An example of part of the template for an action plan based on the results of an assessment on 
the ”Action plan” sheet in the RAMP II program. 

 

Page 3

1.2 Posture of the head - backwards
Type of 
action

T&D

T&D

ORG

EMPL
V&S
ENV Aim at smooth logistics access, a layout that enables easy movements and good flow 

and also consider physical (e.g. noise), thermal (cold/heat) and chemical factors.

Examples of suggestions for solutions

Investigate the visual conditions and secure that the lighting is appropriate for the 
work that is carried out (e.g. illuminance, glare, and contrast) and that the work area 
is arranged in an appropriate way to the light. See visual ergonomics guidelines. 
Maybe the employees visions need to be checked and visual aids obtained.
Redesign the work/work area, also considering the visual design, so that the 
unfavourable postures are eliminated or reduced. For example, adjustable surfaces 
may be needed. Lowered shelf heights or tilted surfaces to improve vison and access 
may be appropriate solutions, or secure that it is easy to visually inspect or 
physically feel that the work is performed correctly. 
Consider work organisational changes, e.g. job enrichment, job enlargement, and 
job rotation.
Inform, educate and train the employees and secure knowledge.
Work with aims, visions and strategies for decreasing the MSD risks.

Date of assessment: 2016-03-23 Work task/Employee load: A7_ Serving task
Work/Work task: A7_ Provide/Serve DF Site: Stockholm

Ordered by: Date of action plan: Note:
Assessment Score User comments Planned actions When By whom Ready (date) Follow-up

1. Postures
1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side 0 1
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 2 3
1.3 Back posture - moderate bending 1 2
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting 2 3
1.5 Upper arm posture  - hand in or above shoulder height* 2 5
1.6 Upper arm posture  - hand in or outside the outer work area* 1 2
1.7 Wrist posture* 1 2
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface 1 2
2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm (upper and lower arm)* 1 2
2.2 Movements of the wrist* 1 1
2.3 Type of grip - frequency* 1 2
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation during work 1 4
2.5 Longer recovery/variation during work 1 3

Risk factor
Formed by:

Action plan based on RAMP II assessment
Department:

Country:
DF
Sweden
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3.2 RAMP II and how to assess risk factors 

3.2.1 Introduction to RAMP II  
RAMP II is designed to provide an in-depth analysis and assessment of ergonomic risk factors 
in work that involves manual handling that may increase the risk of MSDs. Manual handling 
involves, for example, lifting, pushing or pulling a load manually. High or long-term exposure 
to the risk factors increases the risk of MSDs developing or becoming worse. 

Assess a type of work or a task during an average working day. Sometimes extreme cases that 
rarely occur may need to be assessed. Base the assessment on an employee who is 
representative for the task in question, or alternatively two persons, so that so that the 
variation among employees is somewhat taken into account. The person(s) should have good 
experience in how to perform the work in an appropriate way. Those who perform the 
assessment should be familiar with how the work is performed. Otherwise, the assessment 
should be performed in consultation with a person who has such competence. The person 
making the assessment should have undergone basic training in ergonomics and an 
introduction to the RAMP method and read through the RAMP manual. 

 
The procedure for a RAMP II assessment 
1. Begin the RAMP II analysis by filling in information about the case to be analysed on 
the ”Input data” sheet in the RAMP II program, see Figure 23. Alternatively, this 
information can be entered on page 1 of the paper version of RAMP II that can be found in 
Appendix 3 if you choose to fill this in before entering the data into the program. Here, you 
enter the date of the analysis, information about the work (workplace etc.) as well as whether 
the analysis relates to a working operation or task that is performed throughout the working 
day or whether the analysis intends to assess an employee’s work during a working day. You 
also enter here information about who ordered the RAMP assessment and who is performing 
it. 

2. Assess the risk factors by filling in the most suitable Risk scores on the ”Results” sheet 
in the RAMP II program. When assessing, choose the option that best agrees with the 
situation and fill in Risk score for the question or statement (/assessment item). Comments 
specific to the actual case can be entered in the “User comments” field on the right. Note! For 
”3. Lifting work” and ”4. Pushing and pulling work”, fill in the information for 
assessment directly on these sheets! 

Note! Pushing and pulling forces must be measured when using RAMP II. This is 
described in more detail in section “4. Pushing and pulling work in RAMP II” in 3.2.2.   

3. The results are shown on the ”Results” sheet in the RAMP II program. The main result 
of the assessment of risk and priority levels is shown according to the three grade colour scale 
described in Figure 29.  

To supplement this, there is a score system which allows for comparison of a task (or the 
loads on an employee) before and after a working environment measure where the risk and 
priority level is unchanged.  It also allows for comparison of the risks of different tasks within 
a risk level (in the red level for example) and a risk factor (such as upper arm posture). The 
score  system is subordinate to the risk and priority level. 
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High risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that many employees 
are at an increased risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. Improvement measures should 
be given high priority. 

 

  

Risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that certain employees are 
at an increased risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. Improvement measures should be 
taken. 

  

Low risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that most employees 
are at a low risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. However, individuals with reduced 
physical capacity may be at risk. Individually tailored improvement measures may be needed. 

Figure 29: The three risk and priority areas in RAMP II. 

The result is intended to form a part of the decision making basis when prioritizing and 
choosing actions in order to reduce the risk for MSDs. 
 

 

3.2.2 How to make assessments of risk factors in RAMP II  
1. Postures in RAMP II 
I risk category ”1. Postures” in RAMP II (see Figure 11) an assessment is made of postures 
that might lead to a risk of MSDs, as well as the time worked in these postures. Times refer to 
times per working day. Enter the relevant Risk scores in the relevant boxes in the Results 
sheet column “Score”. 
 
1.1 Posture of the head – forwards and to the side 

 

Assessment 
Assess the total time during which the head (neck) is in stressful postures that correspond to 
the figures or more. 

Other 
Bending or inclination is from the vertical.  
 
Inclination of the head is also assessed as bending. For example, forward inclination of the 
head can occur when working with the upper body bent forward but a non-bent neck (see the 
figures below).  

            
 

1.  Postures Fill in the corresponding score in the white box  Score:

1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side 7
Does a clear bending of the head forwards or to the side, or twisting to 3 to < 4 hours 5
the side occur, as shown in the figures, or more? 2 to < 3 hours 3
  1 to < 2 hours 2

30 minutes to < 1 hour 1
5 to < 30 minutes 0,5
< 5 minutes 0

4 hours or more
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With external loads, such as when wearing a helmet in stressful postures, should be reduced 
still further. Expert assessment is recommended. The assessment refers to time without 
support. 
 
Example  1.1a: If a person works with the head turned to the side (30°) for 20 minutes and 
later in the day with the head bent forward (40°) for 20 minutes, these times must be added 
together (20+20 minutes = 40 minutes). Give this case score 1. This score means that in this 
case the risk level is assessed as low and is coded green. 
 
Example 1.1b: If a person works for 20 minutes with the head turned to the side (30°) and 
simultaneously bent forward (40°) the time is instead assessed as 20 minutes (i.e. score 0.5, 
green). 
 
 
 
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 

Assessment 
Assess the total time the head (neck) is bent backwards corresponding to the figures or more. 
 
Other 
Bending is from the vertical. 
 
With external loads, such as when wearing a helmet in stressful postures should be reduced 
still further. Expert assessment is recommended. The assessment refers to time without 
support. 
 
 
1.3 Back posture - moderate bending 

Assessment 

Assess the total time during which the back is in a stressful posture that corresponds to the 
figures.  

Other 
Bending is from the vertical.  

The assessment refers to time without support. 

Add the times in stressful postures in the same way as in Examples 1.1a and 1.1b. 

 

1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 10
Does bending of the head backwards occur, as shown in the 1 to < 2 hours 6
figure, or more? 30 minutes to < 1 hour 3

5 to < 30 minutes 1,5
< 5 minutes 0

2 hours or more

1.3 Back posture - moderate bending 4 hours or more 7
Does moderate bending of the upper body 3 to < 4 hours 5
forwards or to the side occur, as shown in the 2 to < 3 hours 3
figures, or more?      1 to < 2 hours 2

30 minutes to < 1 hour 1
5 to < 30 minutes 0
< 5 minutes 0
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1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting 

Assessment 

Assess the total time during which the back is in a stressful posture that corresponds to the 
figures or more.  

Other 
Bending is from the vertical.  

The assessment refers to time without support.  

Add the times in stressful postures in the same way as in Examples 1.1a and 1.1b. 

 

 

1.5 Upper arm posture - hand at or above shoulder height 

Assessment 

Assess the total time during which the hand (or upper arm) is above shoulder height. 

Other 
The question refers to loads to the elbow, shoulder and neck and focuses on load due to the 
upper arm position. Generally speaking, there is a connection between the positions of the 
upper arm and hand, e.g. if the hand is at shoulder height the upper arm is often in a stressful 
posture (for example flexion or abduction). The assessment refers to time without support. 
 
The assessment refers to the arm that has the higher load. If uncertain which hand has the 
most load, assess both hands. Only state the Risk score for the hand that is assessed as having 
the highest Risk score, or for one of them if they are assessed as having the same Risk score. 

 

1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting
Does considerable bending of the upper body forwards or to the side,
twisting or bending backwards occur, as shown in the figures, or more? 4 hours or more 10

3 to < 4 hours 7
2 to < 3 hours 5
1 to < 2 hours 3
30 minutes to < 1 hour 2
5 to < 30 minutes 1
< 5 minutes 0

                             (from above)

1.5 Upper arm posture  - hand in or above shoulder height Left Right
Is work perfomed with the hand at or above shoulder height? 4 hours or more 10 10
(about 130 - 150 cm) 3 to < 4 hours 7 7

2 to < 3 hours 5 5
1 to < 2 hours 3 3
30 minutes to < 1 hour 2 2
5 to < 30 minutes 1 1
< 5 minutes 0 0
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1.6 Upper arm posture - hand in or outside outer working area 

 
Assessment 
Assess the total time during which the hand (or upper arm) is outside the inner working area. 
If the hand is both in the outer working area and outside the outer working area, the times for 
these count the same (see Examples 1.6a and 1.6b). Time outside the outer working area (i.e. 
in neither the inner nor the outer working area) is multiplied by 1.5. 
 
Other 
The assessment refers to loads to the elbow, shoulder and neck because of flexed or abducted 
upper arm. The assessment refers to the arm that has the higher load. If uncertain which hand 
has the most load, assess both hands. Only state the Risk score for the hand that is assessed as 
having the highest Risk score, or for one of them if they are assessed as having the same Risk 
score. 

Inner working area = approximately lower arm distance to grip (forward). The inner working 
area on average is approximately 33 cm for women (50th percentile) and approximately 36 
cm for men (50th percentile) (see Appendix 3). 
 
Outer working area = approximately ¾ arm’s length to grip (forward). The outer working area 
on average is approximately 45 cm for women (50th percentile) and approximately 50 cm for 
men (50th percentile) (see Appendix 3). 
 
The assessment refers to time without support. 
 
Example 1.6a: An employee works for 45 minutes with the right hand in front of the body at 
about ¾ arm’s length. This is assessed as being in the outer working area and is assessed with 
Risk score 2, i.e. the assessment will be yellow. 

 

Example 1.6b: An employee works for 45 minutes with the right hand in the outer working 
area and then for 20 minutes outside the outer working area. Calculation of duration: 45 
minutes + 1.5 x 20 minutes = 45+30 = 75 minutes, which corresponds to Risk score 3, i.e. the 
assessment will be red. 
 
 

1.6 Upper arm posture  - hand in or outside the outer work area Left Right
Is work perfomed with the hand in the outer work area? 4 hours or more 10 10
If the hand is outside the outer work area (white area), multiply 3 to < 4 hours 7 7
the time-points for that time by 1.5. 2 to < 3 hours 5 5

1 to < 2 hours 3 3
30 minutes to < 1 hour 2 2
5 to < 30 minutes 1 1
< 5 minutes 0 0
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1.7 Wrist posture 

 
Assessment 

Assess the total time during which the wrist is in a stressful posture that corresponds to the 
figures or more. 
 
Other 
Add the times in stressful postures in the same way as in Examples 1.1 a and 1.1a.  
 
The assessment refers to the hand that has the higher load. If uncertain which hand has the 
most load, assess both hands. Only state the Risk score for the hand that is assessed as having 
the highest Risk score, or for one of them if they are assessed as having the same Risk score. 

 

1.8 Leg and foot space and underlying surface 

Assessment 

Assess the total time during which there is insufficient space for the legs or feet or the surface 
is unstable or sloping. 

Other 
Examples of an unstable surface are unsteady, slippery or uneven surfaces that cause the 
surface to be perceived as unstable. 
 
Add the times for unfavourable conditions relating to the surface or space for the legs or feet 
in the same way as in Examples 1.1a och 1.1b. 

Foot and leg operated pedal work can be assessed here, since 1.8 is largely based on the 
Swedish Work Environment Authority’s AFS 2012:02 (Posture p.37). 
 
 
2. Work movements and repetitive work in RAMP II 
In risk category ”2. Work movements and repetitive work” in RAMP II an assessment is 
made of the arm and wrist movements, grip type, repetition and short or long recovery time or 
variation during the work. 

1.7 Wrist posture Left Right
Is work performed with clearly bent wrist, as shown in the figures, 4 hours or more 7 7
or more? 3 to < 4 hours 5 5

2 to < 3 hours 3 3
1 to < 2 hours 2 2
30 minutes to < 1 hour 1 1
5 to < 30 minutes 0 0
< 5 minutes 0 0

1.8 Leg and foot space and surface 3
Is there a lack of space for the legs 2
or for the feet, or is the surface 1,5
unstable or sloping? 1

0,5
0
0

4 hours or more
3 to < 4 hours
2 to < 3 hours
1 to < 2 hours
30 minutes to < 1 hour
5 to < 30 minutes
< 5 minutes
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2.1 Movements of the arm (upper and lower arm)

Assessment 

Assess arm movements and recovery patterns that generally occur during the work being 
assessed according to the table above. 

Other 
Make a general assessment of the arm’s working movements as they occur during a 
representative working day. 

A pause here means an opportunity for recovery for the shoulder area during work, not during 
breaks. 

The assessment refers to the arm that has the higher load. If uncertain which hand has the 
most load, assess both hands. Only state the Risk score for the hand that is assessed as having 
the highest Risk score, or for one of them if they are assessed as having the same Risk score. 

 
2.2 Movements of the wrist 

 
Assessment 
Assess the number of wrist movements per minute during a representative working day 
according to the table above. 

Other 
Make a general assessment of how often writ movements generally occur during a 
representative working day.  

Similar movements means working movements that load the same bodily structure in a 
similar way.  

The assessment refers to the hand that has the higher load. If uncertain which hand has the 
most load, assess both hands. Only state the Risk score for the hand that is assessed as having 
the highest Risk score, or for one of them if they are assessed as having the same Risk scores. 

Example 2.2a: The hand is moved clearly upwards (extension) from the neutral position and 
then back. This is assessed as one movement. 

Example 2.2b: The hand is moved clearly upwards (extension) from the neutral position and 
then back. It is then moved clearly downwards (flexion) and back. This is assessed as two 
movements. 

2.1 Movements of the arm (upper and lower arm) Left Right
How are the movements Constant movements mainly without pause 5 5
of the arm generally? Frequent movements with some pauses 2 2

Varied movements, movement now and then (up to 2/min) 0 0

2.2 Movements of the wrist Left Right
Do similar movements of the wrist occur? More than 20  times per minute 5 5

11 - 20 times per minute 3 3
6 - 10 times per minute 1 1
Up to 5 times per minute 0 0
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2.3 Grip type - frequency 

 
Assessment 
Assess the number of handlings per working day of objects that weight 0.5 kg or more and 
that are lifted or held with an overhand grip (palm down), wide finger grip, pincer grip (see 
figure above) or corresponding (loaded) grip.  

Other 
Assess the total handling in one of the group types or corresponding loaded grip.  

The assessment refers to the hand that has the higher load. If uncertain which hand has the 
most load, assess both hands. Only state Risk score for the hand that is assessed as having the 
highest Risk score, or for one of them if they are assessed as having the same Risk score. 

 
Example 2.3a: During a normal working day an employee lifts 60 (1 kg) items with an 
overhand grip with the right hand, then 80 (1.5 kg) items with a wide finger grip with the right 
hand and then 200 (0.4 kg) items with a pincer grip with the right hand. The person then lifts 
110 (1 kg) items with the left hand.  

Assessment for the right hand: 140 items (60 + 80) weighing at least 0.5 kg are lifted. This is 
in the range 101-200 times per day and is assessed with Risk score 2, i.e. the assessment will 
be yellow. 

Assessment for the left hand: 110 items weighing at least 0.5 kg are lifted. This is in the range 
101-200 times per day and is assessed with Risk score 2, i.e. the assessment will be yellow. 
 
Assessment: The assessment that is higher of the right or left hand is to be chosen. Since in 
this case they are the same, Risk score 2 is entered for one of them on the “Results” sheet in 
the results table. 
 
 

2.4 Shorter recovery/variation during work (mainly regarding the neck, the arms and the back) 

Assessment 

Assess the total time for recovery generally during the work. Then assess the total time for 
recovery per 10 minutes work. Assess whether the work gives the opportunity for sufficient 
variation or interruption so that the muscle groups that are loaded have time for recovery. 

2.3 Type of grip - frequency Left Right
Is overhand grip (palm facing downward), wide finger grip or pinch grip More than 200 times per day 4 4
used while lifting or holding objects weighing 0.5 kg or more? 101 - 200 times per day 2 2

50 - 100 times per day 1 1
Less than 50 times per day 0 0

2.4  Shorter recovery/variation during work (mainly regarding the neck, the arms and the back)
Assessment of whether or not the work enables sufficient variation or breaks so that muscle groups under strain are given
time to recover. The variation or break has to be at least 5 seconds at a time to be eligible.
 Approximately, how much of the working time consists of such variation or breaks generally? 

30 seconds or less per 10 minutes work 10
Between 30 and 90 seconds per 10 minutes work 4
90 seconds or more per 10 minutes work 0
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Recovery must be for at least 5 consecutive seconds in order to be counted. If the consecutive 
time is less than 5 seconds it is not to be counted.  

Other 
To reduce the risk of MSDs, it is considered important to have variation in the work so that 
the muscle groups that are stressed (mainly during static load) have the opportunity for 
recovery – regarding sufficient oxygen levels and that waste products can be transported 
away. This can be achieved by, after a period of work when mostly certain muscles are 
strained, working on other tasks where these muscles have little strain and can recover. For 
muscle recovery to occur, one can thus vary the work during a task. 

 
2.5 Longer recovery time/variation during work (not breaks)  

 

Assessment 
Assess the total time for recovery generally during the work. Assess whether the work gives 
the opportunity for sufficient variation or interruption so that the muscle groups that are 
loaded have time for recovery. Add together the recovery times (that are at least 5 consecutive 
seconds) that occur. Thus, they do not need to be 5 consecutive minutes. Recovery means for 
example that the muscles that have been under load have the opportunity to recover, e.g. by 
using other parts of the body for a period. This means that total rest is not required. 

Other 
To reduce the risk of MSDs, it is considered important to have variation in the work so that 
the muscle groups that are stressed (mainly during static load) have the opportunity for 
recovery – regarding sufficient oxygen levels and that waste products can be transported 
away. This can be achieved by, after a period of work when mostly certain muscles are 
strained, working on other tasks where these muscles have little strain and can recover. For 
muscle recovery to occur, one can thus vary the work during a task. 

Assessment of whether or not the work enables sufficient variation or breaks so that muscle groups under strain are given 
time to recover. The variation or break has to be at least 5 minutes when totalled together to be eligible.
Approximately, how often does such variation or breaks occur during the work generally? 

Every 4 hours or less frequently 10
Every 3 hours 6
Every second hour 3
Every hour 0

2.5  Longer recovery/variation during work (not breaks, e.g. task rotation that gives sufficient recovery)
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3. Lifting work in RAMP II  
In risk category ”3. Lifting work” in RAMP II work lifting loads that weight 1 kg or more is 
assessed. Frequently recurring handling of light loads (< 1 kg) is analysed in other parts of 
RAMP II. If no lifts over 1 kg occur, assess the work as having Risk score 0 and enter the 
figure “0” in the white box at top right and then continue to ”4. Pushing and pulling work”.  

If lifting of loads weighing 1 kg or more occurs, make an assessment of an average case and 
if there is a worst case, assess this as well. The worst case could for example consist of a 
heavy burden or a burden handled in an unfavourable working area or with a number of 
aggravating factors.  

In risk category ”3. Lifting work” there is a brief framed instruction in six steps of the 
procedure for assessment, as well as three tables and a figure that are used for assessment, see 
Figure 30.  

Assessment 
Assessment is performed as follows: Begin by assessing an average case. 

1. Assess the weight of the burden and how often it is lifted and read off the relevant 
value for frequency and weight factor in Table 1. 

2. Assess which working area the lift occurs in with the aid of Table 2 based on the 
position of the hands (height and distance) at the start and end of the lift. Use the 
greatest value (highest points) of these cases as the working area factor. 

3. Assess the Risk score with the aid of Table 3. Enter the frequency and weight factor 
and the working area factor in the respective boxes in Table 3. If aggravating factors 
occur during most of the lifts, also enter these in the respective boxes in the table. The 
Risk score is calculated automatically (by multiplication of the column factors) and 
are shown at the bottom of Table 3 on the RAMP II program’s sheet ”3. Lifting 
work”. 

4. The Risk score from the average case are entered automatically as “Risk score 1” at 
the bottom right of the sheet. 

5. If there is a worst case, repeat steps 1-3 above with the values for the worst case. Risk 
score from the worst case is entered automatically as “Risk score 2” at the bottom 
right of the page. If no worst case occurs, enter the score figure for “Risk score 1” in 
the box for “Risk score 2” also. 
 

The boxes “Risk score 1” and “Risk score 2” at the bottom right of the page are colour coded 
according to the green-yellow-red assessment scale and show what risk and priority level the 
two Risk scores obtained.  
 
Note! Results from the assessment of ” 3. Lifting work” are automatically entered on the 
RAMP II program’s Results sheet. 
 
Other 
The frequency and weight factor values are based on the higher values in the range and it is 
possible to interpolate so as to obtain a more precise value within the range. Loads that are 
lowered with control are assessed as lifting work. The lifting part of RAMP II is based on 
lifting work that does not exceed eight hours. If the work exceeds eight hours, an adaptation 
of the assessment must be made (see for example Mital et al., 1997). 
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Figure 30: ”3. Lifting work” in RAMP II. 

Explanation of some terms used in risk category ”3. Lifting work”:  
Poor grip Poor grip means that it is difficult to get sufficient grip with the hand and fingers or 
that the grip surface is slippery or has sharp edges, or that the centre of gravity of the load is 

3. Lifting work Score:

0
Make an assessment for an average case. Frequent handling of light loads (< 1 kg) is covered in other parts of RAMP II.

1. Estimate the weight of the load and how often it is lifted to determine the Frequency-and-weight factor (Table 1). 
2. Estimate in what work area the lifting is carried out (Table 2) using the posture of the hands (height and distance) at the start and at the 
    end of the lift. Use the largest of these values. 
3. Calculate the Risk score in Table 3 by:
         a. inserting the values from Table 1 and Table 2 into Table 3.
         b. assessing  the other factors on the list in Table 3 and use these when calculating the Risk score in Table 3.  
         c. multiplying the factors in the column on the right in Table 3 with each other.
4. Insert this Risk score as ”Risk score 1” in the box on the right at the bottom.
5. If single lifts which are perceived as particularly strenuous occur, these should be assessed separately.  If so, do the same for that case, i.e. 

perform step 1-3.
6. If a worst case is analysed, insert its Risk score in the box ”Risk score 2” on the right at the bottom. If no worst case is analysed, insert the 

Risk score for the average case (i.e. "Risk score 1")  also in the ”Risk score 2” box. Beside it information about if the Risk score corresponds 
    to green, yellow or red risk level is displayed. 

Table 1: Frequency-and-weight factor.   
Number of lifts per day ≤ 12 13 - 24 25 - 60 61 - 96 97 - 240 241 - 480 481 - 960 961-1920 1921-2880 2881-3840 3841-4800    
Equals number of lifts per hour ≤ 1.5 1.6 - 3 3.1 - 7.5 7.6 - 12 13 - 30 31 - 60 61 - 120 121 - 240 241 - 360 361 - 480 481 - 600

over 25 kg - 30 kg 6.5 6.5 7.0 7.6 8.0 8.6 9.9 14.3 23.9 35.9 49.7
over 20 kg - 25 kg 5.4 5.4 5.8 6.3 6.6 7.1 8.3 12.0 19.9 29.9 41.4
over 15 kg - 20 kg 4.3 4.4 4.7 5.1 5.3 5.7 6.6 9.6 15.9 23.9 33.1
over 10 kg - 15 kg 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.0 4.3 5.0 7.2 12.0 17.9 24.8
over 7 kg - 10 kg 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.3 4.8 8.0 12.0 16.6
over 5 kg  - 7 kg 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.3 3.3 5.6 8.4 11.6
over 3 kg - 5 kg 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.7 2.4 4.0 6.0 8.3

1 kg - 3 kg 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.4 2.4 3.6 5.0

Table 2: Lifting area factor. If the lift is performed outside the shaded
area in the figure, add 1 point to the value of the closest cell.

Figure: Torso twisted 30°.

Possible 

worst

case

Table 3: Calculation of Risk score. Factor Factor

Frequency-and-weight factor from Table 1.
Lifting area factor from Table 2. 

Do the following factors occur in the majority of lifts? If no, insert the value 1.0 to the right, else the stated value:
�   Lift with one hand. If yes, insert the factor 1.7.
�  Torso twisted more than 30° (see  the figure to the right above). If yes, insert the factor 1.3.
�  Poor grip. If yes, insert the factor 1.1.
�  Hot environment 27-32°. If yes, insert the factor 1.1.
�  Two people lift the load. If yes, insert the factor 0.6.

Score Colour
≥ 5

3- 4,9           Risk score 1:
< 3           Risk score 2:

 Fill in the corresponding score in the white box  

If no lifts occur: Write 0 in the box on the right and go to 4.                                                                                                                      No lifting work       
W

ei
gh

t

Comment:

                                                                                                           Risk score (multiply the factors in each column)    
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not centred, or that the contents are unstable or move around, or that the grip does not fulfil 
the requirement for a good grip.  

Good grip To be classed as a good grip, all the following criteria must be fulfilled (if these are 
not fulfilled, class the grip as poor): handle or cut-outs that enable a comfortable and steady 
grip for the fingers/hand; grip surface must not be slippery; the centre of gravity of the load 
must be centred at be between the hands or in the centre of the hand for a one-handed grip; 
length of handle/cut-out must be at least 11.5 cm; and for handles the handle diameter must be 
between 2 and 4 cm.  

Twisting of the trunk is assessed based on rotation (angle of rotation) between shoulders and 
feet and includes knee, hip and trunk rotation. See ”Figure 30 ° trunk twist” in Figure 30. 

With lifts outside the working area (the 10 different coloured zones) a further point is added 
to the value of the nearest box.  

Lift at shoulder height is given the same score as above shoulder height. 

If lifts occur kneeling/squatting (crouching) and handling occurs at the employee’s shoulder 
level, this is interpreted as a lift to shoulder height even if the lift height in this case would be 
at waist height if the person stood up.  

If lifts occur kneeling/squatting (crouching) lifting capacity is reduced by about 15-20% 
according to Gallagher and Unger (1990). We suggest using a multiplier of 1.25 (25% 
increase) when calculating the Risk score. Note that a higher multiplier (over 1.25) may be 
applied in expert assessment to take into account the increased loading when kneeling, 
especially if bending to the side (lateral flexion) occurs.  

Example 3a: An employee lifts two different types of carton during a working day. All lifts 
occur within normal lower arm distance and from floor level to waist height (the handle is 
placed about 10 cm above floor level). One carton weighs an average of 12 kg and is lifted an 
average of 12 times per hour per working day (which is eight hours). The other weighs 25 kg 
and is lifted once per working day. No other aggravating/influencing factors arise, see Figure 
31. 

Assessment of average case: Since the heavy carton is rarely lifted, only the carton that 
weighs 12 kg is assessed. The frequency and weight factor is obtained from Table 1: 12 times 
per hour (lie in the range ”7.6 – 12 times per hour”) and 12 kg (lies in the range ”over 10 kg – 
15 kg”) give frequency and weight factor 3.8.  We find from Table 2 that the working area 
factor for lifting from floor level within working distance (2.0) is higher than that for lifting to 
waist height within lower arm length (0.9), which means that a working area factor of 2.0 is 
selected. These two factors are entered in Table 3 in the “Factor” column and the assessment 
for “Risk score 1” is 7.6 and red.  

Assessment of worst case: Assess the lift of the 25 kg carton, which is lifted once per working 
day. In this case the frequency and weight factor is 5.4 and the working area factor is 2.0. 
When these two factors are entered in Table 3 in the column “Possible worst case Factor” 
“Risk score 2” of 10.8 is obtained and is therefore red. Continues on next page! 
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Example 3a continued: 

Figure 31: Example 3a, Red markings for assessment of average and worst case and calculation of Risk 
score 1 for average case and Risk score 2 for worst case.  
 

Both these results, i.e. Risk score 1 and Risk score 2, are automatically entered in the results 
table under ”3. Lifting work” on the Results sheet in the RAMP II program. 
 

Example 3b: Calculation of frequency and average weight. An employee lifts 10 kg 120 
times per working day and 5 kg 60 times per working day. The frequency is 120 + 60 = 180 
times per working day. Total weight per working day is 10 x 120 + 5 x 60 kg = 1200+300 kg 
= 1500 kg. The average weight is total weight/frequency = 1500/180 kg = 8.3 kg. 
 

Example 3c: Summarising the working area. An employee lifts 10 kg to elbow height. Half 
the lift occurs within lower arm distance (factor = 1.0) and half is at ¾ arm’s length (factor 
=1.4). The working area factor is the average of these, (1.0+1.4)/2 =1.2. 
 

Example 3d: Calculation of frequency and weight factor with load weights over 30 kg. A 
load of 35 kg is lifted 24 times per day. The increase of the frequency and weight factor from 
25 to 30 kg is 1.1 (6.5-5.4 = 1.1) for 24 lifts per day. The frequency and weight factor is 
obtained by adding 1.1 to 6.5 = 7.6.  
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4. Pushing and pulling work in RAMP II  
In risk category ”4 Pushing and pulling work” in RAMP II pushing and pulling work is 
assessed where the force exercised is over 50 Newtons [N]. Pushing and pulling involves 
moving an object that entirely or partly rests on a surface or is suspended, e.g. in an overhead 
transporter (Swedish Work Environment Authority, 2012, p 28). Frequently recurring 
handling of light loads (where the force exerted is < 50 N) is analysed in other parts of RAMP 
II. If no pushing and pulling work over 50 N occurs, assess the work as having Risk score 0 
and enter the figure “0” in the white box at top right and then continue to ”5. Influencing 
factors”.  
 

Note! Pushing and pulling forces must be measured with a dynamometer. See ”Other” 
below. 
 

If pushing and pulling where the force developed is greater than 50 N occurs, make an 
assessment of an average case and if there is a worst case, assess this as well. The worst case 
may for example consist of individual handlings with high force, handlings with many 
repetitions or handlings with a number of aggravating factors. 
 

In risk category “4 Pushing and pulling work” there is a brief framed instruction in six steps 
of the procedure for assessment, as well as three tables and two figures that are used for 
assessment, see Figure 32. 
 

Assessment 
Assessment is performed as follows: Begin by assessing an average case. 

1. Measure the force that is exercised. If pushing or pulling work is performed 
continuously for 5 seconds or more, measure both the force used to get it moving ( the 
initial or starting force) and also the continuous force during the move. Otherwise, 
only measure the initial force (<5 s). 

2. Go to Table 4 (initial force used) and if the work is performed for 5 seconds or more 
also to Table 5 (continuous force) for the relevant frequency and force values and read 
off the frequency and force factor. 

3. Assess the Risk score with the aid of Table 6. Enter the value for the frequency and 
force factor from Table 4 and if relevant from Table 5 in the relevant box(es) in Table 
6. If aggravating factors occur during most of the pushing and pulling work, also enter 
these in the respective boxes in the table. The Risk score is calculated automatically 
(by multiplication of the column factors) and shown at the bottom of Table 6 on the 
RAMP II program’s sheet ”4. Pushing and pulling work”. 

4. Risk scores from the average case are entered automatically as “Risk score 1” at the 
bottom right of the sheet. (This is the Risk score for the initial force (the force to start 
motion) or, if continuous force is also assessed, the higher of the two Risk scores 
calculated in the first two columns of the table). 

6. If there is a worst case, repeat steps 1-3 above with the values for the worst case. The 
Risk score from the worst case is entered automatically as “Risk score 2” at the 
bottom right of the sheet. If no worst case occurs, enter the score figure for “Risk 
score 1” in the box for “Risk score 2” also. 

The boxes “Risk score 1” and “Risk score 2” at the bottom right of the page are colour coded 
according to the green-yellow-red assessment scale and show what risk level the two Risk 
scores obtained.  
 
Note! Results from the assessment of ” 4. Pushing and pulling work” are automatically 
entered on the RAMP II program’s Results sheet.
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Figure 32: ”4. Pushing and pulling work” in RAMP II 

 
Other 
When measuring forces, apply the dynamometer to the place where one normally places the 
hand(s) and pushes or pulls the load carrier (trolley or similar) that is to be moved. Try to 
recreate the development of forces that occurs in reality. Do not get the load into motion with 
a jerk! Repeat the measurement five times and take the median as the value of the force. This 
applies when measuring both types of force - pushing and pulling. The median value of a 

4. Pushing and pulling work Score:

If no pushing and pulling work occurs: Write 0 in the box on the right and go to 5.                                                              No pushing and pulling work 0
Make an assessment for an average case. Frequent handling of light loads (exerted forces < 50 N) is covered in other parts of RAMP II. 

If the load is pushed or pulled for less than 5 seconds, only assess the initial force (the force to set an object in motion, sometimes called starting 
force) using Table 4. If it is pushed or pulled for 5 seconds or longer, assess both the initial and the continuous force (i.e. also Table 5). 
1. Measure the exerted force. 
2. Enter Table 4/Table 5 at the relevant frequency and force level to find the corresponding Frequency-and-force factor.
3. Calculate the Risk score in Table 6 by:   
   a.  inserting the values from Table 4 and when applicable from Table 5 into Table 6.
   b.  assessing the other factors on the list in Table 6 and use these when calculating the Risk score in Table 6.
   c.  multiplying the factors in the column for initial force with each other. Do the same for continuoius force if also such an analysis is carried out. 
4. Insert the Risk score for the initial force, or if also continuous force is assessed, the highest Risk score of these two as ”Risk score 1”. 
5. If single pushing and pulling tasks which are perceived as particularly strenuous occur, these should be assessed separately. If so, do the same  
    for that case of those cases, i.e. perform step 1-3. 
6. If one or two worst cases (initial and continuous force) are analysed insert the highest of these two Risk scores in the box ”Risk score 2”. Else, 
    insert the Risk score from "Risk score 1" also in the box for "Risk score 2". Beside it information about if the Risk score corresponds to green,
    yellow or red risk level is displayed.   

Table 4: Frequency and force factor for initial force (starting force).
Times per day ≤ 1 2 - 16 17 - 96 97 - 240 241-480 481-1920

Times per hour ≤ 2 2.1 - 12 13 - 30 31 - 60 61 - 240
501 - 600 N 8.5 10 10.5 14 14.5 24
451 - 500 N 7.5 9 9.5 12.5 13 22
401 - 450 N 6.5 8 8.5 11 11.5 20
351 - 400 N 6 7 7.5 9.5 10 18
301 - 350 N 5 6 6,5 8 8,5 16
251 - 300 N 4 5 5 5 7 14
201 - 250 N 3 4 4 4 5 12
151 - 200 N 2.5 2.5 3 3 4 5
101 - 150 N 2 2 2.5 2.5 3 4
51 - 100 N 1.5 1.5 2 2 2.5 2.5                        Figure: Pushing and pulling work.

Table 5: Frequency and force factor for continuous force.

Times per day ≤ 1 2 - 16 17 - 96 97 - 240 241-480 481-1920
Times per hour hour ≤ 2 2.1 - 12 13 - 30 31 - 60 61 - 240

501 - 600 N 10.5 12 12.5 17 19 30
451 - 500 N 9.5 11 11.5 15.5 17.5 28
401 - 450 N 8.5 10 10.5 14 16 26
351 - 400 N 7.5 9 9.5 12.5 14.5 24 Figure: Torso twisted 30°.
301 - 350 N 6.5 8 8.5 11 13 22
251 - 300 N 6 7 7.5 9.5 11.5 20
201 - 250 N 5 6 6.5 8 10 18
151 - 200 N 4 5 5 5 8.5 16
101 - 150 N 3 4 4 4 5 14
51 - 100 N 2.5 2.5 2.5 3 4 12

If any, If any,
worst ca- worst ca-

Factor Factor se Factor se Factor
Initial Conti- Initial Conti-
force nuous force nuous

Table 6: Calculation of Risk score. force force
Frequency and force factor from Table 4, and, if applicable, from Table 5. 

�  Pushing/pulling with one had. If yes, insert the factor 1.7.
�  Pushing/pulling sideways. If yes, insert the factor 1.7.
�  Gripping height: If the gripping height is below knee height or above shoulder height, insert the factor 2; 
                              if the gripping height deviates considerably from elbow height, insert the factor 1.2.
�  Torso twisted more than 30° (see the figure to the right above). If yes, insert the factor 1.3.
�  Poor grip. If yes, insert the factor 1.1. 
�  Hot environment 27-32°. If yes, insert the factor 1.1.
�  Pushing/pulling work on slippery surface. If yes, insert the factor 1.7.
�  Two people perform the pushing/pulling. If yes, insert the factor 0.6.

Score Colour
≥ 5

3- 4,9             Risk score 1:
< 3             Risk score 2:

Up to 8 meters: Use the force values in the table.

Comment:

31-60 meters: Add 100 N to the measured  force to calculate the force value.
9 -30 meters: Add 50 N to the measured  force to calculate the force value.

                                                                                                   Risk  score (multiply the factors in each column)  

  Fill in the corresponding score in the white box  

   
   

    
   

   
   

  F
or

ce
 v

al
ue

Do the following factors occur in the majority of the pushes and pulls? If no, insert the value 1 to the right, else the stated value:

   
   

    
   

   
   

  F
or

ce
  v

al
ue
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number of figures is the middle value by size. For the figures 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, it is 5 that is the 
median value. With an even number, the average of the two middle values is taken as the 
media.  

The situation where forces are measured must resemble the development of forces that occurs 
in reality with regard, for example, to weight of load, underlying surface, speed/acceleration, 
type of load carrier and its condition, direction of force and handle height.  

The continuous distance is assessed (i.e. do not add together smaller distances). 
In the assessment the position of the wheels (when assessing trolleys) should correspond to 
the normal pattern. This can have a significant effect on the force measured.  

The model for pushing and pulling work is based on eight hours work. If the work exceeds 
eight hours, an adaptation of the assessment must be made (see for example Mital et al., 
1997). Note that the frequency is mainly governed by the average number of pushing and 
pulling tasks per hour.  

Explanation of some terms used in risk category ”4. Pushing and pulling work”: 
Poor grip Poor grip means that it is difficult to get sufficient grip with the hand and fingers or 
that the grip surface is slippery or has sharp edges, or that the centre of gravity of the load is 
not centred, or that the contents are unstable or move around, or that the grip does not fulfil 
the requirement for a good grip.  

Good grip To be classed as a good grip, all the following criteria must be fulfilled (if these are 
not fulfilled, class the grip as poor): handle or cut-outs that enable a comfortable and steady 
grip for the fingers/hand; grip surface must not be slippery; the centre of gravity of the load 
must be centred at be between the hands or in the centre of the hand for a one-handed grip; 
length of handle/cut-out must be at least 11.5 cm; and for handles the handle diameter must be 
between 2 and 4 cm.  

Twisting of the trunk is assessed based on rotation (angle of rotation) between shoulders and 
feet and includes knee, hip and trunk rotation. Se ”Figure 30 ° trunk twist” in Figure 30. 

A slippery surface refers to a static coefficient of friction between shoe sole and surface/floor 
that is lower than 0.5. If the friction is lower than 0.2 (”extremely slippery”) the possibility of 
exercising a force deteriorates further. Further reduction is recommended from expert 
assessment. See for example Kroemer et al. (1971, p. 31-33 
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/720252.pdf) for different surface combinations.  

Example 4a: Two people push a trolley 2 meters with both hands. The grip is good and at 
elbow height, there are no further influencing factors. Each pushing task takes 4 seconds to 
perform and is repeated on average 30 times per hour per working day (which is eight hours). 
The median value for initial force is 225 N, and for the continuous force 80 N. Twice a day, 
one of the persons also pushes the same trolley alone 12 m (”worst case”), which takes 20 
seconds each time. Other conditions are the same as above (see Figure 33 for calculation).  

Assessment of average case: Since the pushing work takes less than 5 seconds, only the 
initial force is measured and assessed. The frequency and force factor is obtained from Table 
4: 30 times per hour (lies in the range ”13 - 30 times per hour”) and 225 N (lies in the 
range”201 – 250 N)” gives the Frequency and force factor 4 (see also Figure 33). Continues 
on next page! 

http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/720252.pdf
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Example 4a continued:  

 

Figure 33: Example 4a, Red markings for assessment of average and worst case and calculation of Risk 
score 1 for average case and Risk score 2 for worst case.  
 

This factor is entered in Table 4 in the column ”Factor initial force”. Since two people push 
the trolley, 0.6 must also be entered in the table factor “Two persons push/pull a load” in the 
same column. The assessment of “Risk score 1” is 2.4 and green. Continues on next page! 

Example 4a continued: Assessment of worst case: The single pushing task that is performed 
by one employee is assessed here. Both initial and continuous force are measured (since 20 s 
> 5s) so that both columns on the far right of Table 6 are filled in. Continues on next page!  
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Example 4a continued: Since the distance of 12 m is in the range 9-30 m, 50 N is added to 
the measured continuous force, 80 N. This gives 130 N as the median value for the continuous 
force that is to be used as the initial value for force in Table 5. The Risk scores for initial force 
and continuous force for the worst case are both 4, i.e. 4 is the greatest value (see the bottom 
of the two columns on the far right of Table 6). The assessment of “Risk score 2” is 4.0 and 
yellow. 

Both these results, i.e. Risk score 1 and Risk score 2, are automatically entered in the results 
table under ”4. Pushing and pulling work” on the Results sheet in the RAMP II program. 
 
 
5. Influencing factors in RAMP II 
In risk category ”5. Influencing factors” in RAMP II (see Figure 34) the stated influencing 
factors are assessed. These factors are divided into ”5.1 Influencing physical factors 
hand/arm”, ”5.2 Other physical factors” and ”5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial 
factors”. The assessment of these is described in more detail below. Times refer to times per 
working day. 
 

 
Figure 34: 5. ”Influencing factors” in RAMP II. 
 
Example 5a: A person works at a machine for 4 hours per day and stands on a platform that 
vibrates and picks finished products. The products come on a moving belt at what the person 
perceives to be a rapid tempo. The person places them in a carton and when this is full places 
it on an EU pallet, picks up a new carton and begins to fill this with products from the moving 
belt. The products have a temperature of 4 degrees Celsius.  
 

5. Influencing factors                                                                                           Fill in the corresponding score in the white box                                                                                  Score:

5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day". Yes No
a. The employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 20 minutes (10 for strongly vib). 2 0
b. The employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 90 minutes (60 for strongly vib).† 4 x
c. Warm or cold objects are handled manually. 2 0
d. The hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time*. 2 0
e. Holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes . 2 0
f.  Holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes. 2 0
5.2 Other physical factors - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day"
a. The employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 1 hour. 2 0
b. The employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 6 hours.† 4 x
c. The visual conditions are insufficient for the task. 2 0
d. The work is carried out in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments. 2 0
e. Standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day. 2 0
f.  Prolonged sedentary work without possibility to change to do the work standing up. 2 0
g. Prolonged standing work without possibility to change to do the work sitting down. 2 0
h. Kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes. 2 0
5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial factors - do the following occur?
a. There is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed. 2 0
b. There is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried out. 2 0
c.  It is often difficult to keep up with the work tasks 2 0
d. The employees often work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer break. 2 0
† If you want to answer "No" on 5.1b or 5.2b, enter an "x" in the white answering box to the right.
* Here "often" means about 100 times per working day or more and "a long time" about 30 minutes per work day or more.
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5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm 
5.1 a+b The employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations 

 
Assessment 
Assess the total time the employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations and whether this is 
powerful 
 
Other 
A powerfully vibrating tool is one that has a vibration level over 10 m/s2. Vibrations that are 
transferred to the hands, such as from vibrating tools, can lead to MSDs. If vibrations occur it 
is recommended that the situation in the particular case is analysed in more depth, for 
example by going into the Vibration Database (http://www.vibration.db.umu.se/), or by taking 
measurements and comparing with the Vibration Directive. There is also more information on 
the Swedish Work Environment Authority website (http://www.av.se).  
 
 
 
5.1c Manual handling of warm and cold objects 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether objects that are hot or cold are handled manually. 
 
Other 
Objects colder than 10°C are here counted as cold and objects hotter than 43°C are counted as 
hot (Lindqvist & Skogsberg, p. 93, 2007). 
 
Example 5a continued: Since the object handled has a temperature of 4 °C, which is colder 
than 10°C, choose Risk score 2, which gives an assessment of yellow. 
 
 

 
5.1d Hand used as an impact tool 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether the hand is used as an impact/striking tool often or for a long time. 
 
Other 
Here ”often” means about 100 times a working day or more and ”for a long time” means for 
about 30 minutes or more per working day.

a. The employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 20 minutes (10 for strongly vib). 2 0
b. The employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 90 minutes (60 for strongly vib).† 4 x

c. Warm or cold objects are handled manually. 2 0

d. The hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time*. 2 0

http://www.vibration.db.umu.se/
http://www.av.se/
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5.1e Holding hand tools including precision tools 

 
Assessment  
Assess whether a hand tool weighing more than 2.3 kg is held for more than a total of 30 
minutes per working day. 
 
Assess whether a precision tool weighing more than 0.4 kg is held for more than a total of 30 
minutes per working day. 
 
 
 
5.2 Influencing physical factors, other 
5.2 a Whole-body vibrations 

 
Assessment 
Assess the total time the employee is exposed to whole- body vibrations. 
 
Other 
Whole-body vibrations that for example are transferred when sitting or standing on a vibrating 
surface can lead to an increased risk of low back conditions. If vibrations occur it is 
recommended that the situation in the particular case is analysed in more depth, for example 
by going into the Vibration Database 
(http://www.av.se/teman/vibration/poangmetoden/handvibrationer/), or by taking 
measurements and comparing with the Vibration Directive. There is also more information on 
the Swedish Work Environment Authority website (http://www.av.se). 
 
Example 5a continued: Since the employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations for 4 hours 
per working day, which is more than one but less than 6 hours, choose Risk score 2, which 
gives an assessment of yellow. 
 
 
 
5.2c Visual conditions 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether visual conditions are insufficient for the work from a visual ergonomics 
perspective. 
 
Other 
This means that visual conditions are insufficient to be able to perform the work from a visual 
ergonomics perspective. The reasons for this may include unsuitable lighting, glare, weak 
contrast, poor sharpness, how the workplace is arranged in relation to the light and the 
employee’s own visual ability in combination with any aids to vision. Poor visual conditions 
can also give rise to unfavourable posture in an attempt to see better, which can affect the risk 
of MSDs. 

e. Holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes . 2 0
f.  Holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes. 2 0

a. The employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 1 hour. 2 0
b. The employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 6 hours.† 4 x

c. The visual conditions are insufficient for the task. 2 0

http://www.av.se/teman/vibration/poangmetoden/handvibrationer/
http://www.av.se/
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5.2d Ambient climate (cold, heat and draught) 
 

Assessment 
Assess whether the work is performed in hot or cold conditions or in a draught. 
 
Other 
Here a cold environment means that the air temperature is less than 10°C and a warm 
environment usually means that the air temperature is over 25 °C (Bohgard et al. p. 195, 
2010).  
 
 
 
5.2e Hard surface 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether the work is performed standing or walking on a hard surface for more than 
half of the working day. 

Other 
This may require expert assessment in which various properties of the surface and footwear 
are considered together. Concrete is an example of a hard surface. Here parquet floors and 
mats are not generally counted as hard surfaces. However, consideration should be given to 
the employee’s perception. Also, note that a surface that is very soft can have a tiring effect 
on the employee.  
 
 
 
5.2f+g Prolonged sedentary work or standing 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether the work is performed with prolonged sitting without an opportunity to 
change to standing work. 
 
Assess whether the work is performed with prolonged standing without an opportunity to 
change to sitting work. 

Other 
Firstly assess whether the work is performed sitting (or standing) still or not. If for example 
there is a great deal of variation between walking and standing, then the work is not assessed 
as prolonged standing still. 
 
To assess whether a person works in prolonged standing (still) postures, you must assess 
whether the person is working standing with no opportunity to sit. Standing work that has 
variety, such as changing to walking at times, is assessed as not prolonged standing.  

d. The work is carried out in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments. 2 0

e. Standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day. 2 0

f.  Prolonged sedentary work without possibility to change to do the work standing up. 2 0
g. Prolonged standing work without possibility to change to do the work sitting down. 2 0
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5.2h Kneeling and squatting 
 

Assessment 
Assess whether the work involves kneeling or squatting/crouching more than 30 times or for 
more than 30 minutes. 

Example 5b: An employee works kneeling for 20 minutes in the morning and for 25 minutes 
in the afternoon. Calculation: 20 + 25 minutes = 45 minutes, which is more than 30 minutes. 
Chose Risk score 2, which gives an assessment of yellow. 

 
 
5.3 Influencing organisation and psychosocial factors 
5.3a+b Influence over work pace and set-up of work 

 
Assessment 
Assess whether or not there is an opportunity to influence the tempo at which the work is 
performed. 
 
Assess whether there is no opportunity to influence how the work is set up or how it is 
performed 

Other 
Here, ”there is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed” means that the 
tempo is controlled by someone other than the person doing the work. This means that there 
are few or no opportunities to vary the work tempo or perform the work at one’s own pace.  
 

Here, ”there is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried 
out” refers to the decision latitude of the employee performing the work, for example if the 
employee has the chance to participate and influence how the work is performed and 
organised. 
 

Preferably ask several (for instance 3-5) persons in assessing these risk factors. 
 

Example 5a continued: Since in this case the moving belt feeds the products at a relatively 
high and fixed tempo, choose score 2 under ”5.3a There is no possibility to influence at what 
pace the work is performed ”, which gives an assessment of yellow.   

 

 

5.3c+d Work tempo/pace

Assessment 

Assess whether it is difficult to get the work done in the time. 
Assess whether the employee often works quickly (makes up time) so as to take longer 
breaks. 

Other 
Preferably ask several (for instance 3-5) persons in assessing this risk factor. 

h. Kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes. 2 0

a. There is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed. 2 0
b. There is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried out. 2 0

c.  It is often difficult to keep up with the work tasks 2 0
d. The employees often work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer break. 2 0
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6. Reports of physically strenuous work in RAMP II 
The risk category ”6. Reports of physically strenuous work” in RAMP I (see Figure16) deals 
with whether there is documented reporting of physically strenuous work in the performance 
of the task.  

Figure 35: ”6. Reports of physically strenuous work” in RAMP II 
 

Assessment 
Investigate whether there is documented reporting (such as incident reporting) of physically 
strenuous work in the performance of the task. 

Other 
Here reports of physically strenuous work refers, for example, to reporting in the form of 
records in the company health service, notes on risk analyses, incident reporting, records of 
safety inspections and similar. 
 

Example 6.2a: A person who does servicing work at a service workshop has been examined 
by the company health service for shoulder and knee problems. The problems have been 
related to a task in which the person performs heavy lifting in a squatting/crouching position. 
Choose Risk score 2, which gives an assessment of yellow under 6.1 and check a “x” for “lift” 
in 6.2.  
 

 
 
 
7. Perceived physical discomfort in RAMP II 
In risk category ”7. Perceived physical discomfort” in RAMP I (see Figure17) questions are 
answered on whether employees assess that there are aspects of the work being assessed that 
lead to physical discomfort. 

 
Figure 36: ”7. Perceived physical discomfort” in RAMP II. 

6. Reports on physically strenuous work

Do documented reports exist of physically strenuous tasks (e.g. incident Yes No
Documented reporting 2 0

If "Yes" on 6.1, mark (with an x) in the table below what type of work that has led to this. Else, go to 7.

6.1 Documented reporting on physically strenuous work

reports) when cayrrying out the work task?

6.2 Type of work that has led to reporting 

lifting
holding/carrying
pushing/pulling
pushing with hand or fingers
other (please note)___________________________________________________________________________

7.  Perceived physical discomfort
Preferably ask five people who perform this work task. 
7.1 Perceived physical discomfort 
Are there parts of the work which lead to physical discomfort

Yes No
Answer "Yes" if any employee experiences such discomfort. Discomfort in muscles or joints 2 0

7.2 If "Yes" on 7.1, which is the worst task?
Preferably state answers from five employees in the table below.  

Person 5:_________________________________________________________________________________________________

 (e.g. in muscles or joints) during the work day?

Person 1:_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Person 2:_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Person 3:_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Person 4:_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Assessment 
Investigate whether employees assess that there are aspects of the work that lead to physical 
discomfort (e.g. to muscles or joints). 

Other 
Ask five employees if there are aspects of the work that lead to physical discomfort (e.g. to 
muscles or joints) during the working day. If fewer than five persons perform the work, ask 
all of them. If one or more employees answer “Yes” to the question, check “Yes” for 7.1 and 
ask them what they consider to be the worst aspect of the work. Enter this information in 7.2.   
This type of information, i.e. whether the employees perceive physical discomfort that they 
judge to be connected to the work, can be important information that can help to identify a 
working environment problem that can lead to MSDs. It can be used in the work of improving 
the working environment and reducing personal injury risks. 
 
This question can also be viewed as an extra check that can capture work environment 
problems that the rest of the RAMP I checklist may not. There is research that shows that 
perceived discomfort in the body ca be an early predictor of MSDs. 
 
Example 7.2a: At a warehouse five employees are asked this question. They all say that they 
perceive physical discomfort that they mainly connect with picking a special product item 
called “B7” from a height of 190 cm. 7.1 is answered with “Yes”, i.e. choose Risk score 2, 
which gives an assessment of yellow, and for all of them ”Picking product item B7 from 190 
cm” is entered in 7.2. 
 
 

3.3 Example of the Results and Action modules in the RAMP II program 
In this section an example is given of the detailed results presentation that can be found on the 
“Results” sheet in the RAMP II program and in the three sheets that contain the Action 
module in the program.  For a more detailed description of the Action module, see section 5. 
Section 4 describes the Results program, which can be used to compare the results from 
several assessments and present them at different levels of detail. 
 

3.3.1 Example of the Results sheet after a RAMP II assessment 
On the “Results” sheet in the RAMP II program, results are given at a detailed level of the 
assessment performed in RAMP II. Figure 37 shows an example. 

At the top information that was entered on the “Input data” sheet is shown. Then come the 
assessment and the comments that were entered during assessment. At the bottom is a 
compilation of the results, how many risk factors have been assessed as green, yellow and red 
and the total Risk score. See section 3.2.1 of this user manual for what the different colours 
represent. 
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Figure 37: Example of the detailed results that are shown on the ”Results” sheet in the RAMP II program.  

2016-03-23 Assessment of:

A7_ Serving task Department:
Stockholm Country:
J Andersson Position:
J Nord Position:
J Martin Position:
L Palm Position:
 Position:

1. Postures Write your comments  in the white fields  below:

1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side 0 1
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 2 3
1.3 Back posture - moderate bending 1 2
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting 2 3
1.5 Upper arm posture  - hand in or above shoulder height* 2 5
1.6 Upper arm posture  - hand in or outside the outer work area* 1 2
1.7 Wrist posture* 1 2
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface 1 2
2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm (upper and lower arm)* 1 2
2.2 Movements of the wrist* 1 1
2.3 Type of grip - frequency* 1 2
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation during work (mainly regarding the neck, the arms and the back) 1 4
2.5 Longer recovery/variation during work (not breaks, e.g. task rotation that gives sufficient recovery) 1 3
3.  Lifting work
3.1 Lifting work (average case) 2 5,00
3.2 Lifting work (worst case) 2 7,00
4. Pushing and pulling work
4.1 Pushing and pulling work (average case) 0 2,90
4.2 Pushing and pulling work (worst case) 1 3,40
5. Influencing factors
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".
a+b. The employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations Choose between 0, 2 and 4 2 4
c. Warm or cold objects are handled manually 0 0
d. The hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time 1 2
e. Holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes 0 0
f.  Holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes 0 0
5.2 Other physical factors - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".
a+b. The employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations Choose between 0, 2 and 4 0 0
c. The visual conditions are insufficient for the task 1 2
d. Work in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments 0 0
e. Standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day 1 2
f.  Prolonged sedentary work without possibility to do the work standing up 0 0
g. Prolonged standing work without possibility to do the work sitting down 0 0
h. Kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes 0 0
5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial factors - do the following occur?
a. There is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed 0 0
b. There is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried out 0 0
c.  It is often difficult to keep up with the work tasks 0 0
d. The employees often work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer break 0 0
6. Reports on physically strenuous work
6.1 Do documented reports exist on physically strenuous tasks when carrying out the work task? 1 2
6.2   If "Yes" on 6.1 , what type of work  that has led to this (mark with an "x")? If "No", go to 7. 

lifting x
holding/carrying x
pushing/pulling x
pushing with hand or fingers x

x
7. Perceived physical discomfort
7.1 Are there parts of the work which lead to physical discomfort during the work day? 1 2
7.2  If "Yes" on question 7.1, which is the worst task?
Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
* Write the highest score from the assessment of the left and right hand/arm
Other comments (below):

Results summary:
Total risk score 64,30
Number of red assessments (high risk) 6
Number of yellow assessments  (risk) 15
Number of green assessments (low risk) 14

Safety/work environment personnel:
Other:  

The pushing and pulling work and picking work from high heights

Picking work from high heights

Picking work from high heights and twisted postures
Picking work from high heights

Picking work from high heights

Other information:  

A7_ Provide/Serve DF

RAMP II assessment

Sweden
Work station/Employee load: DF

 Work/work task

other: (if any, please replace this text)

Site:

Score

 Results of the RAMP II analysis

Assessment User comments

Site manager
Ergonomics manager
Technical manager
Safety officer

Assessment ordered by: 
Assessment completed by: 

Company representative: 

Date:
Work/Work task:
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3.3.2 Examples of the three Action module sheets after a RAMP II assessment 
The last three sheets in the RAMP II program show the three parts of the Action module, 
which is described in more detail in section 5. 
 
The Action model 
The RAMP I method’s Action model is shown on the sheet “Action model”. It is intended that 
this can be printed out and used by the company when developing solution suggestions for 
actions that are tailored to the problem in hand. On the “Action model” sheet is the model 
illustrated in Figure 38, a brief description and Table 1, which gives suggestions for action. 

 
Figure 38. Illustration of the Action model in RAMP. (Same as Figure 19.) 
 
The Action suggestions 
On the “Action suggestions” sheet are automatically produced action suggestions for the risk 
factors that were assessed as yellow or red in RAMP II. Figure 39 gives an example of such a 
table, in this case for identified risk with bending the head backwards. 
 
The Action plan 
The “Action plan” sheet gives a template for an action plan. Here the results of the assessment 
are filled in and the idea is that this can be used to formulate action plans including what 
measures are planned, when they are to be performed, who is responsible and when follow up 
is to be done, see Figure 40. 
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Figure 39: Example of automatically generated ”Action suggestions” in RAMP II for the risk factor ”1.2 
Posture of the head- backwards”. 
 
 

 

Figure 40. Example of part of an Action plan in which the results of the RAMP II assessment have already 
been entered. 

Page 3

1.2 Posture of the head - backwards
Type of 
action

T&D

T&D

ORG

EMPL
V&S
ENV Aim at smooth logistics access, a layout that enables easy movements and good flow 

and also consider physical (e.g. noise), thermal (cold/heat) and chemical factors.

Examples of suggestions for solutions

Investigate the visual conditions and secure that the lighting is appropriate for the 
work that is carried out (e.g. illuminance, glare, and contrast) and that the work area 
is arranged in an appropriate way to the light. See visual ergonomics guidelines. 
Maybe the employees visions need to be checked and visual aids obtained.
Redesign the work/work area, also considering the visual design, so that the 
unfavourable postures are eliminated or reduced. For example, adjustable surfaces 
may be needed. Lowered shelf heights or tilted surfaces to improve vison and access 
may be appropriate solutions, or secure that it is easy to visually inspect or 
physically feel that the work is performed correctly. 
Consider work organisational changes, e.g. job enrichment, job enlargement, and 
job rotation.
Inform, educate and train the employees and secure knowledge.
Work with aims, visions and strategies for decreasing the MSD risks.

Date of assessment: 2016-03-23 Work task/Employee load: A7_ Serving task
Work/Work task: A7_ Provide/Serve DF Site: Stockholm

Ordered by: Date of action plan: Note:
Assessment Score User comments Planned actions When By whom Ready (date) Follow-up

1. Postures
1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side 0 1
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 2 3
1.3 Back posture - moderate bending 1 2
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting 2 3
1.5 Upper arm posture  - hand in or above shoulder height* 2 5
1.6 Upper arm posture  - hand in or outside the outer work area* 1 2
1.7 Wrist posture* 1 2
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface 1 2
2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm (upper and lower arm)* 1 2
2.2 Movements of the wrist* 1 1
2.3 Type of grip - frequency* 1 2
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation during work 1 4
2.5 Longer recovery/variation during work 1 3
3. Lifting work
3.1 Lifting work (average case) 2 5
3.2 Lifting work (worst case) 2 7
4. Pushing and pulling work
4.1 Pushing and pulling work (average case) 0 2,9
4.2 Pushing and pulling work (worst case) 1 3,4
5. Influencing factors
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm
a+b. Hand-arm vibrations 2 4
c. Warm or cold objects are handled manually 0 0
d. The hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time 1 2
e. Holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes 0 0
f. Holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes 0 0
5.2 Other physical factors
a+b. Whole-body vibrations 0 0
c. The visual conditions are insufficient for the task 1 2
d. Work in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments 0 0
e. Standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day 1 2
f.  Prolonged sedentary work without possibility to do the work standing up 0 0
g. Prolonged standing work without possibility to do the work sitting down 0 0
h. Kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes 0 0

Risk factor
Formed by:

Action plan based on RAMP II assessment
Department:

Country:
DF
Sweden
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4 The Results module and program  
The Results module is designed to communicate the results of the RAMP analysis. This can 
be done in several levels of detail: at detailed level where all assessed risk factors are 
reported, at risk category level where the risks for the 7 risk categories are reported and an 
overview level where only the number of green, grey/yellow and red assessments is presented. 
The results can also be presented to different extents/scope: for a single workstation, for a 
department with many workstations, for a factory or workplace, for a country or for a whole 
group of companies. This design has been chosen to meet the different needs of different 
users of the results: Those who are responsible for the working environment and for ensuring 
that work at a workstation will function need detailed information about where risks are. A 
factory manager has a greater need for an overview of the company's risks, so as to be able to 
prioritise. In this case, a presentation at risk category level or overview level is better.  

 

4.1 RAMP I Results program 
The sheet ”Introduction”  
This gives an introduction and description of how to summarise results from many different 
assessments, see Figure 41.  

Figure 41: Part of the interface on the ”Introduction” sheet in the RAMP I Results program.  

The sheet ”Input data” 
Here data is brought together from the assessments you wish to include in the summary, see 
Figure 42. 

 

RAMP - Risk Assessment and Management tool for manual handling Proactively

Welcome to RAMP I´s Results program© (version 1.02)

RAMP© Linda Rose & Carl Lind, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Unit of Ergonomics 

RAMP consists of four parts:
 RAMP I - Checklist assessment

               RAMP II - In depth analysis

        Results module - Display results at different level of scope and detail

        Action module - Action model, Action suggestions & Action plans

RAMP© was developed by Linda Rose and Carl Lind at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in co-operation with 
organisations from the manufacturing industry.

RAMP I is an assessment tool intended for screening of physical ergonomics risk factors when working with manual handling which 
may increase the risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs).

RAMP II is an assessment tool intended for in-depth assessment of physical ergonomics risk factors when working with manual 
handling which may increase the risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). 

The Results module can be used to display the results at different levels of detail and scope. Three levels of detail are available:   
1) Detailed , displaying results for each assessed risk factor; 2) Risk category , displaying the results for the seven risk categories; 
and 3) Overview , displaying the results at the traffic light colour-code level. Four levels of scope are possible: a single work station 
or a job, a department, a site, or a whole company. 
The Results module is developed as a separate Excel-program, one for RAMP I and one for RAMP II. The results of a specific risk 
assessment at detailed level, are included in the RAMP I and RAMP II excel program, respectively, in the “Results” sheet.

The Action module is intended to support risk reducing measures. It consists of three parts: 1) the Action model , which is intended 
to be used by the company as a structured support to systematically develop risk reducing measures. It can be printed and used at 
e.g. workshops to develop measures; 2) the Action suggestions , which automatically presents suggestions for measures to take to 
reduce those risks in a specific risk assessment which have been assessed as increased (yellow in RAMP II) or high (red in RAMP I 
and RAMP II); and 3) the Action plan , which can be used to plan, document and follow up risk reducing activities and thereby 
support systematic risk management. The Action module is incorporated in the RAMP I and the RAMP II Excel programs, 
respectively, as three separate sheets:”Action model”, “Action suggestions”, and “Action plan”. 

Department
Workstation A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6

1. Postures 1
2. Work movements and repetitive work 1 1 1 1 1 1
3. Lifting 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
4. Pushing and pulling 2 2 1 2 2 2
5. Influencing factors 3 3 3 3 2 4 4 4 4 4 4
6. Reports on physically strenuous work
7. Perceived physical discomfort 1 1 1
Number of red assessments       -  High risk/action level 0 2 2 0 1 3 1 3 2 3 1
Number of yellow assessments  - Risk/action level 5 4 3 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
Number of green assessments   - Low risk/action level 29 28 29 31 29 24 25 24 25 24 25

Dep.A Dep.B

Ordered by: S Borg, LC1.
Risk factor Assessment Comment Planned actions When Who Done Follow-up

1. Postures
1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards Poor lighting Improve visual conditions, lower shelf Oct 27, 2014 J Andersson Jan 27,  2015

1.3 Back posture - moderate bending
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting
1.5 Hand posture - in or above shoulder height
1.6 Hand posture - in or outside the outer work space Redesign of the work area & task Nov 28, 2014 P Kempe Jan 27, 2015
1.7 Wrist posture Redesign of the work area & task Nov 28, 2014 P Kempe Jan 27, 2016
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface
2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm Old equipment Technical  redesign Oct 15, 2014 P Kempe Jan 15, 2014
2.2 Movements of the wrist Old equipment Technical  redesign Oct 15, 2014 P Kempe Jan 15, 2015

2.3 Type of grip Pinch grip Introduction of fixture Dec 15, 2014 P Kempe March 15, 2015
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation Job enlargement & the fixture above Dec 15, 2014 P Kempe March 15, 2016
2.5 Longer recovery/variation
3. Lifting
3.1 Lifting (average case)
3.1 Lifting (worst case)
4. Pushing and pulling
4.1 Pushing and pulling (average case)
4.2 Pushing and pulling  (worst case)
5. Influencing factors
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm
 a+b. Hand-arm vibration
c. manually handling of warm or cold object
d. Impact to the hand Introduce technicl aid Dec 15,2015 P Kempe March 15, 2016
e. Heavy hand-tool
f. Heavy precision hand-tool
5.2 Other physical factors
a+b. Whole body vibrations
c. Poor visual conditions
d. Hot or cold temperatures or draughty environment
e. Standing or walking on a hard surface Introduce shoes with cushoning soles Oct 15, 2014 P Kempe March 15, 2016
f. Prolonged sitting
g. Prolonged standing
h. Kneeling/squatting
5.3 Work organizational and psychosocial factors
a. Lack of possibilities to influence the work pace Decision latitude workshop Nov 27, 2014 J Andresson Jan 27, 2015
b. Lack of possibilities to influence the work settings/process
c. Difficulties in keeping up with the work tasks
d. Work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer breaks
6. Reports on physically strenuous work
6.1 Documented reporting on physically strenuous work
6.2 Typ of work that has led to reporting
7. Perceived physical discomfort
7.1 Perceived physical discomfort Expert evaluation of work task Nov 27, 2014 J Andresson Dec21, 2014

Action plan for risk reduction for Work station A1 , Department A
Formed by: S Borg, J Andersson & L Kerr Date : August 15, 2014 Note: High priority
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Figure 42: The input data sheet, on which input data for an assessment is brought together in the RAMP I 
Results program. 
 
 
The sheet ”Results at detailed level”  
Here results are presented at a detailed level, i.e. at the same level as in the RAMP I 
program’s “Results” sheet. Figure 43 shows part of the detailed results in a summary from 
three departments of  a factory with an extract for risk categories”1. Postures” and ”2. Work 
movements and repetitive work”. This shows that in several workstations high risk has been 
identified in risk category“2. Work movements and repetitive work” and that the risks for 
head clearly twisted (turned) or bent, for example, should be further investigated at several of 
the workstations. 

Note! It is the results from the ”Action plan” sheet in each RAMP I analysis that should 
be used, not from each “Results” sheet where the data is brought together. (How this is 
done is described on the sheet ”Introduction”) 

Figure 43: Example of part of the results at detailed level from ten RAMP I assessments from three 
departments. This shows an extract for the risk categories “1. Postures” and ”2. Work movements and 
repetitive work”.  

Work station ID WS001
Date: 2017-02-27 Assessment of: x  Work/work task Employee load
Work/Work task:
Work station/Employee load: A1_Log1
Site: Stockholm Country:
Assessment ordered by: S Reese
Assessment completed by: A Alström
Company representative: J Johnsson
Safety/work environment personnel: C Berg
Other:
Other information:

Work station ID WS002
Date: Assessment of: Work/work task  Employee load
Work/Work task:
Work station/Employee load:
Site: Country:
Assessment ordered by: 
Assessment completed by: 
Company representative: 
Safety/work environment personell:
Other:
Other information:

A1
Department: A

Input data from assessment with RAMP II  

Position: Site manager
Position: OSH Ergonomist
Position: LA manager
Position: Union
Position:

Sweden

Position:
Position:

Position:

Department:

Position:
Position:

Results of the RAMP I analysis at detailed level Date:
Country Sweden

Site Sthlm
Department A B C

Work station ID A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2

1. Postures
1.1 Does work occur often or for a long time?
a. Head bent backwards 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
b. Back/upper body bent or twisted - forwards, backwards or towards the side 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
c. Arm almost or fully stretched forwards 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
d. Hand above shoulder height or below knee height 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
e. Hand/arm brought outwards to the side (to the right or to the left) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.2 Work in unfavourable postures about 1 hour or more?
a. Head clearly twisted or bent - forwards or towards a side 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
b. Hand clearly bent upwards, downwards or towards a side 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
c. Legs or feet have insufficient space, or the surface is unstable or with a slope 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 & 2.2 Work movements and repetitive work?             2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 0

2017-03-13
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The sheet “Results at risk category level” 
The results at risk category level are presented here. The figures show how many assessments 
within a risk category have the most serious assessment. Figure 44 shows the results from 
three departments. This shows that for the first workstation assessed (the results column far 
left) has two risk factors assessed as grey in risk category “1. Postures” (this signals that these 
should be further investigated), which means that other risk factors were assessed as green. 
The figure shows that workstations B1 and B2 both have three red assessments in three risk 
categories and a number of grey assessments in the other risk categories. The figure shows 
that seven workstations (A1-B2) have high identified risk in ”2. Work movements and 
repetitive work”. The figure also shows that 9 workstations have been identified as having 
either high risk or that risks should be investigated further in risk category “3. Lifting work” 
and ”5. Influencing factors”.  
 
The bottom of the table shows the number of green, grey and red assessments for each 
workstation, i.e. at overview level. This shows that in workstation C2 all risk factors have 
been assessed as green (low risk), while it is suggested that risks at station B3 should be 
investigated further in all seven risk categories. 

 
Figure 44: Results at risk category level in the RAMP I Results program. 

 
The sheet “Results at overview level”  
The “Results at overview level” sheet makes it possible for the company to tailor the display 
of results at overview level. Here the user chooses which results are to be aggregated in each 
column. For this reason there is no automatic summary of results in this sheet. Figure 45 
below shows how results from RAMP I assessments for a whole group of companies can be 
presented. The results are presented here at overview level, with only the number of green, 
grey and red assessments for each department. This shows that for several departments in 
Västerås , e.g. V2 and V3, there is a high proportion of red assessments, which signals that 
measures here should be given high priority.  
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Figure 45: Results presentation at overview level with the RAMP I Results program. 

 

4.2 RAMP II Results program 
The RAMP II Results program is built up to correspond with that for RAMP I, see section 
4.1. 
 
The sheet ”Introduction”  
This gives an introduction and description of how to summarise results from many different 
assessments, in a similar way as for RAMP I, see Figure 4.1. 
 
The sheet ”Input data” 
Note! It is the results from the ”Action plan” sheet in the RAMP II program that should be 
used, not those from the “Results” sheet where the data is brought together. 

The sheet ”Results at detailed level”  
As with the RAMP I Results program, here results are presented at a detailed level, i.e. at the 
same level as in the RAMP II program’s “Results” sheet. Figure 46 shows part of the detailed 
results in a summary from three departments of a factory with an extract for risk categories 
”1. Postures” and ”2. Work movements and repetitive work”. This shows that at a number of 
workstations increased or high risk have been identified for “Head posture” (1.1 and 1.2) and 
in area “2. Work movements and repetitive work” for ”2.1 Movements of the arm” and ”2.2 
Movements of the wrist”. The results can also form a basis for planning work rotation. The 
results show that you should not rotate between for example workstations A3 and B2, since 
both are assessed as having high risk for both “1.2 Posture of the head -backwards” and arm 
and wrist movements (2.1 and 2.2). 

Figure 46: Example of part of the results at detailed level from RAMP II assessments from three 
departments. This shows an extract for the risk categories “1. Postures” and ”2. Work movements and 
repetitive work”. 

Results of the RAMP II analysis at detailed level Date:
Country Sweden

Site Sthlm
Department A B C

Work station ID A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2

1.1. Postures
1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
1.3 Back posture - moderate bending 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1.5 Upper arm posture  - hand in or above shoulder height* 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0
1.6 Upper arm posture  - hand in or outside the outer work area* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1.7 Wrist posture* 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.  Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm (upper and lower arm)* 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0
2.2 Movements of the wrist* 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 0 1 0
2.3 Type of grip - frequency* 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation during work 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.5 Longer recovery/variation during work 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2017-03-31

    

Sammanfattning av resultaten
Antal röda bedömningar (hög risk) 12 0 2 15 5 7 11 9 3 6 15 20 39 19 14 21 17
Antal grå bedömningar  (utred vidare) 43 33 28 56 39 37 52 19 22 27 57 43 70 47 67 67 44
Antal gröna bedömningar (låg risk) 200 222 327 235 364 211 294 176 179 127 183 141 146 240 174 167 245

Results of the RAMP I analysis at overview level Date: 2017-03-13
Country Sweden USA

Site Stockholm Gothenburg Västerås Chicago
Department A B C D E F G1 G2 G3 G4 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 TP1 TP1

Results summary:
Number of red assessments (high risk)
Number of grey assessments (investigate further
Number of green assessments (low risk)
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The sheet “Results at risk category level”  
As in the RAMP I Results program, results are presented here at risk category level. The 
figures show how many assessments within a risk category have the most serious assessment. 
Figure 47 shows the results from three departments. This shows that the first workstation 
assessed A1 (the results column far left) has one risk factor assessed as red in risk category 
“1. Postures” which means that other risk factors have been assessed as yellow or green. It 
also shows that one risk factor in risk category ”5. Influencing factors” has been assessed as 
yellow, which means that others have been assessed as green. The figure shows that many 
workstations have increased or high identified risks in the three first risk categories, “1. 
Postures”, 2. Work movements and repetitive work” and “3. Lifting work”.  

The bottom of the table shows the number of green, yellow and red assessments for each 
workstation, i.e. at overview level. 

 
Figure 47: Results at risk category level from RAMP II assessments. 
 
The sheet “Results at overview level”  
As in the RAMP I Results program, the “Overview results” sheet makes it possible for the 
company to tailor the display of results at overview level. Here the user chooses which results 
are to be aggregated in each column. For this reason there is no automatic summary of results 
in this sheet. Figure 48 below shows how RAMP II results for a whole group of companies 
can be presented.  

The results are presented here at overview level, with only the number of green, yellow and 
red assessments for each workstation. This shows that several departments in G:A in 
Gothenburg has a high proportion of red and yellow assessments, which signals that changes 
should be prioritised in this department. Generally, Attention should also be given to a high 
number of yellow assessments.  

 

Figure 48: Results at overview level from RAMP II assessments. 

Results of the RAMP II analysis at overview leve Date:
Country Canada

Site
Department S:A S:B S:C G:A G:B T:A T:B T:C M:A M:B

Results summary:
Number of red assessments (high risk) 6 3 10 30 10 10 20 8 15 12
Number of yellow assessments  (risk) 16 10 20 60 15 18 35 14 30 20
Number of green assessments (low risk) 148 191 242 182 145 176 149 148 227 138

2017-06-13
Sweden

Stockholm Gothenburg Toronto Montréal
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5. The Action module in RAMP 

The Action module in RAMP is intended to help in change work to reduce the risk of 
developing MSDs. Figure 49 illustrates the Action module’, which consists of three parts: 

i) an Action model which gives the company support in developing solution suggestions for 
risk reducing measures. This includes a figure that illustrates the model as a circle that is 
divided into five areas. Technology and design, Organisation, Employees, Vision and 
strategies and the Environment, and the model divides these with lines so as to form a pie 
chart. However there are not always clear boundaries between these areas and suggested 
solutions may lie within more than one of these areas. That is why lines in the model are 
dotted. It is suggested that that action suggestions are developed in all five areas, not just one 
or two. To support the development of measures suggestions there is a “Description of actions 
in the RAMP Action model” that also addresses that change work is dependent on context. 

ii) a section with automatically generated Action suggestions for the risk categories assessed 
as red in a RAMP I assessment or as yellow or red in a RAMP II assessment. For each risk 
factor assessed as yellow or red, suggestions for possible measures are given in the five areas 
mentioned above (Technology and design, Organisation, Employees, Vision and strategies 
and the Environment). 

iii) a template for the design of Action plans. The template is intended to support risk 
management in a structured manner. This shows the results of an assessment as well as a 
structure in which you can fill in planned measures, when they are to be performed, who is 
responsible, when they are “ready” and when follow up is planned. The idea is that those who 
are working on reducing the risk of developing MSDs for a specific workstation or a specific 
task use the results from  i) and ii) above to prepare an action plan. Appendix 5 has an 
example of an action plan. 

 

Figure 49: Schematic illustration of the Action module and its three parts. 
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5.1 The Action model in RAMP 
In cases where the RAMP analysis shows that there is an increased risk of employees 
developing MSDs, action should be taken to reduce the risks. The actions may be changes of 
various kinds: they may be of a technical nature (development of a machine), organisational 
(e.g. work expansion, the opportunity of the individual or group to influence work planning, 
work planning with rotation schemes or how the work is arranged from a time perspective), 
they can be about  environmental factors, such as the environment and physical factors (e.g. 
lighting and noise) and human (e.g. the employees’ competence and training), but they may 
also concern the company’s or employees’ visions (for example company goals and working 
environment work) and also depend on the context (e.g. which industry the company belongs 
to). Figure 50 below illustrates RAMP’s Action model for how changes to bring about 
improvements can be structured.  

 

Figure 50: Illustration of the Action model in RAMP. (Same as Figure 19.) 

Mainly endeavour to eliminate risk, for example by finding technical solutions or different 
working techniques. If this cannot be done due to technical, organisational, financial or other 
reasons, work at reducing the risks, preferably down to low (green) risk level. Different types 
of action will probably be needed to minimise risk and successful improvements usually entail 
work in several areas. Table 1 below (based on RAMP’s Action model, OSHAS 18001:2007 
and the Swedish Work Environment Act) gives examples of measures at a more detailed level 
than the Action model figure. Work, preferably in hierarchical order in each of the five areas. 
Creativity and openness to change and new ideas are often needed in order to arrive at good 
solutions. Some changes can lead to effects in the short term, others are effective in the long 
term. The risk of injury is affected by the loads (such as developed force, direction of force 
and posture) and time aspects (such as duration, recovery time and frequency). Avoid 
transferring a risk from one employee to another and try to avoid introducing new risks when 
changes are made. New solutions should also be assessed from a risk perspective.  

Change work depends on context, which can be described as consisting of different parts: 
Financial (e.g. fluctuations); Legal (e.g. depending on which country one is working in); 
Industry (e.g. technical level, competition situation and profit margins in the industry); 
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Societal (e.g. culture, norms and practice in the society in which one is working); and 
Company (e.g. culture, norms and practice within the company).  
 
Table 1 in the RAMP Action model: Complement to the RAMP Action model (see figure above) with more 
detailed information about possible action in the five areas Technology and design, Organisation, 
Employees, Vision and strategies and the Environment. 

 
Continuation of Table 1 in the RAMP Action model, see next page! 

Areas and actions Examples
Technology & Design
Eliminate the risk change the workplace design, introduce other techniques or automation
Substitute technology and/or system new or further development, purchase of new equipment, new systems, new aids 

Design/introduce engineering controls development of protective solutions and routines

Introduce signs and warnings signs showing how to and how not to perform the work

Introduce personal protective equipment hearing protection, glasses, gloves, shoes with vibration insulating soles, 
ergonomically adequate welding visors, etc

Secure good workplace design work heights and distances, l ighting, layout, etc

Secure good support functions technical support, information technology, logistics, service and maintenance 
service

Enable individual adjustments new/adequate working  technique and equipment, e.g. height adjustable work 
surface

Organisation
Work with job enhancement/enrichment include a wider range of duties in the job which require a variety of skil ls and 

qualifications, e.g. add work planning, inspection of work results or customer 
contacts

Work with job diversification/enlargement include several different tasks, e.g. include supplementary duties, such as
maintenance and cleaning

Work with job rotation design the job so that the employee can alternate between different tasks to enable 
variation and recovery for strained body parts

Work with decision latitude work to reach an adequate job decision latitude, e.g. by letting the employee being 
able to influence the arrangement and conduct of her/his own work

Document the risk management work store risk assessments, risk management plans and follow-ups systematically

Include risk management when designing 
work

take the outcome from the risk assessments, management plans and results into 
account when designing work, e.g. by avoiding identified high work surface levels

Secure knowledge about MSDs and their 
prevention

inform, educate, train, and control knowledge

Account for individual prerequisites aim at adjustabil ity, e.g. by height adjustable work surfaces

Work with other organisational questions the organisational structure, management, culture, processes, formal and  
informal networks and decision making 

Work with the psychosocial work 
environment

e.g. on how the work shall  be carried out, demands- control-support, expectations, 
requirements, etc. See also under "Employees".

Work with job design from  organisational 
perspectives

design the work so that recovery is possible during work shifts, consider how work 
can be scheduled from both system and human perspectives, etc

Employees
Inform inform about MSD risks and their management

Educate and train the employees on the job educate and train on how the job shall  be performed with adequate job techniques

Secure knowledge on how the job should be 
performed

inform, educate, train, and control knowledge

Secure sufficient variation in work 
movements

use ergonomics recommendations, ergonomic experts and/or RAMP II tables as a 
basis 

Work with awareness arrange meetings for information, education and discussions

Work with participation support dialogue within the company between different stakeholders and actors 
and enable employees to influence their working conditions to some extent

Work with will ingness to change and 
motivation

support dialogue within the company between different stakeholders and actors 
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Table 1 in the RAMP Action model, continued: Complement to the RAMP Action model (see figure above) 
with more detailed information about possible action in the five areas Technology and design, 
Organisation, Employees, Vision and strategies and the Environment. 

 

 

 

5.2 Action suggestions in RAMP 
In cases where risk factors are assessed to have a high risk in RAMP I (i.e. “red”) or assessed 
to have an increased risk or high risk in RAMP II (i.e. “yellow” or “red”), some examples of 
action suggestions are automatically given in the five areas Technology and design, 
Organisation, Employees, Vision and strategies and the Environment on the “Action 
suggestions” sheet in the RAMP I or RAMP II program. These are examples of suggestions 
and are intended to help in developing improvement suggestions in order to reduce risk in the 
case in question.  

On the “Action suggestions” sheet, at the top is a statement of which work the analysis and 
action suggestion applies to, alike that given in 5.1 in this user manual (see Figure 51 for an 
example of part of the interface). There are then suggestions for the risk factors that were 
assessed as increased or high in the relevant analysis. Figure 52 shows examples of how some 
of the action suggestions are presented for fields reported in Figure 37 in section 3.3.1 of this 
user manual. 

Environment  
Work with the external environment plan for smooth logistics access

Work with premises and buildings consider ergonomics in the (re)design of premises and buildings 

Work with space layout, enough movement space, flow

Work with the physical environment physical environment and physical (e.g. noise), thermal (cold/heat), chemical 
(chemical substances) factors

Vision & Strategies
Work with  aims, visions, and strategies work meetings focusing on existing and desirable goals and visions, work to form 

strategies which can be used for developing action plans and management 
processes

Stimulate creativity creativity supportive activities such as brainstorming meetings for improvements, 
suggestion boxes for ideas, etc.

Secure facts-based decision bases Key Performance Indicator analysis, follow trends over time, long-time strategic 
work

Develop good safety and health culture conduct situation analysis of the state of knowledge of and the conditions for good 
health and safety culture and work together on its development
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Figure 51: A screen dump from the introduction on the “Action suggestions” sheet in the RAMP II 
program. 

Action suggestions for RAMP II

A7_ Serving task Department: DF
Stockholm Country: Sweden

Page 1

Date: 2016-03-23
Work/work task: A7_ Provide/Serve DF
Work station:
Site:

If the action suggestions for a section are empty, then no actions are considered necessary 
regarding the specific risk area. Print the pages which show action suggestions. The page 
number is visible on each section. Always print page 1 which contains general information. 

Opt at eliminating the risk, for example by seeking technical solutions or changed work 
technique. If this is not doable, due to technical, organisational, financial or suchlike reasons, 
work with reducing the risk, preferably to low risk (“green”) level. Different types of actions 
are likely needed to reduce the risk and successful improvements mostly involve work in 
several areas. Creativity and openness for change and new ideas are often required to derive 
at good solutions. Some changes can lead to effects after a short time, others can lead to 
effects in a long time perspective. The injury risk is affected by the load (such as exerted 
force, force direction, and posture) and time aspects (such as duration, recovery time, and 
frequency). Avoid transferring a risk from one employee to another and try to avoid 
introducing new risks when changes are introduced. New solutions should also be assessed 
from a risk perspective.

Changes are context dependent, which can be described consisting of different parts: 
Economic context (e.g. economic cycle); Regulatory context (e.g. depending on which country 
the company is operating in); Sectorial context (e.g. technology level, competition situation 
and profit margins in the sector); Societal context (e.g. culture, standards and practice in the 
society the company is active in); and Company context (e.g. culture, standards and practice 
within the company).

RAMP's Action model (see the sheet “Action model”) gives an overview of how changes can 
be achieved at the company within the five areas Technology & Design, Organisation, 
Employees, Environment, and Vision and Strategies. It is suggested to work, preferably in 
hierarchical order, within each of the five areas.  Here below, examples of action suggestions, 
which could be applicable in the specific situation to reduce the risk assessed in RAMP II, are 
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Figure 52: Part of the automatically generated Action suggestions in RAMP II. In this case (see also 
Figure 37 in 3.3.1) no action is assessed as necessary for 1.1 for which reason the action suggestion field for 
this area is empty. For 1.2 the risk has been assessed as high (“red”) and here action suggestions are given 
in the five areas Technology and design, Organisation, Employees, Vision and strategies and the 
Environment. 
 
Note! If the action suggestion field for an area is empty, as with “Page 2” in Figure 52 
above, no action is assessed as being necessary for that specific risk factor. 
 

1. Postures
1.1 Posture of the head – forwards and to the side
Type of 
action

T&D

T&D

ORG

EMPL
V&S
ENV

Page 3

1.2 Posture of the head - backwards
Type of 
action

T&D

T&D

ORG

EMPL
V&S
ENV Aim at smooth logistics access, a layout that enables easy movements and good flow 

and also consider physical (e.g. noise), thermal (cold/heat) and chemical factors.

Examples of suggestions for solutions

Investigate the visual conditions and secure that the lighting is appropriate for the 
work that is carried out (e.g. illuminance, glare, and contrast) and that the work area 
is arranged in an appropriate way to the light. See visual ergonomics guidelines. 
Maybe the employees visions need to be checked and visual aids obtained.
Redesign the work/work area, also considering the visual design, so that the 
unfavourable postures are eliminated or reduced. For example, adjustable surfaces 
may be needed. Lowered shelf heights or tilted surfaces to improve vison and access 
may be appropriate solutions, or secure that it is easy to visually inspect or 
physically feel that the work is performed correctly. 
Consider work organisational changes, e.g. job enrichment, job enlargement, and 
job rotation.
Inform, educate and train the employees and secure knowledge.
Work with aims, visions and strategies for decreasing the MSD risks.

Aim at smooth logistics access, a layout that enables easy movements and good flow 
and also consider physical (e.g. noise), thermal (cold/heat) and chemical factors.

Examples of suggestions for solutions

Investigate the visual conditions and secure that the lighting is appropriate for the 
work that is carried out (e.g. illuminance, glare, and contrast) and that the work area 
is arranged in an appropriate way to the light. See visual ergonomics guidelines. 
Maybe the employees visions need to be checked and visual aids obtained.
Redesign the work/work area, also considering the visual design, so that the 
unfavourable postures are eliminated or reduced. For example, adjustable surfaces 
may be needed. Altered shelf heights or tilted surfaces to improve vison and access 
may be appropriate solutions, or secure that it is easy to visually inspect or 
physically feel that the work is performed correctly. 
Consider work organisational changes, e.g. job enrichment, job enlargement, and  
job rotation. Review the work content regarding the amount/magnitude and 
frequency of the exposure.
Inform, educate and train the employees and secure knowledge.
Work with aims, visions and strategies for decreasing the MSD risks.
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5.3 Action plans in RAMP 
Those who work on reducing the risks of developing MSDs for a specific workstation or a 
specific task can use the suggestions developed by the organisation itself with the aid of the 
Action model and the automatically generated Action suggestions in order to decide what 
measures are to be implemented to reduce the risk(s) in the case in question. The template for 
the Action plan that can be found in both RAMP I and RAMP II can be used to prepare an 
Action plan for this in a structured manner. 
 
At the top of the table header some information about the case is filled in automatically, 
including what work has been assessed and when the assessment was done. You then fill in 
the rest of the table header with who ordered the action plan, who formulated it and its date. 
There is then a presentation of the assessment results in the first three columns in the next 
rows. The last five columns are filled in by the person(s) preparing the action plan. There is an 
opportunity to write comments at the bottom. Figure 53 shows an example of the action plan 
and this figure can also be found in a larger size in Appendix 5. 

 
Figure 53: Example of an action plan that can be designed in RAMP II. The first three columns are filled 
in automatically depending on the results of the assessment. The last five columns are filled in by the 
person(s) preparing the action plan. 

Date of assessment: 2017-05-03 Work task/Employee load: WST 1
Work/Work task: Packaging at WST Site: Sala

Ordered by: S Borg S Borg, L Kerr & J Andersson Date of action plan: 2017-05-12 Note:
Assessment Score User comments Planned actions When By whom Ready (date) Follow-up

1. Postures
1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side 0 1
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 1 1,5 Poor lightning                      Improve visual cond, Low shelf June 2, 2017 J Andersson Oct 31, 2017
1.3 Back posture - moderate bending 0 0
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting 0 1
1.5 Upper arm posture  - hand in or above shoulder height* 0 1
1.6 Upper arm posture  - hand in or outside the outer work area* 1 2 Redesign work area & task July 29, 2017 P Kempe Oct 31, 2017
1.7 Wrist posture* 1 2 Redesign work area & task July 29, 2017 P Kempe Oct 31, 2017
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface 0 0  

2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm (upper and lower arm)* 2 5 Old equipment Technical redesign August 23, 2017 P Kempe Oct 31, 2017
2.2 Movements of the wrist* 2 5 Old equipment Technical redesign August 23, 2017 P Kempe Oct 31, 2017
2.3 Type of grip - frequency* 1 2 Pinch grip Introduce fixture August 23, 2017 P Kempe Oct 31, 2017
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation during work 1 4 Job enlargement & grip fixture August 23, 2017 P Kempe Oct 31, 2017
2.5 Longer recovery/variation during work 0 0
3. Lifting work
3.1 Lifting work (average case) 0 2,7
3.2 Lifting work (worst case) 0 2,9
4. Pushing and pulling work
4.1 Pushing and pulling work (average case) 0 2,5
4.2 Pushing and pulling work (worst case) 0 2,75
5. Influencing factors
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm
a+b. Hand-arm vibrations 0 0
c. Warm or cold objects are handled manually 0 0
d. The hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time 1 2 Introduce technical aid July 29, 2017 P Kempe Oct 31, 2017
e. Holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes 0 0
f. Holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes 0 0
5.2 Other physical factors
a+b. Whole-body vibrations 0 0
c. The visual conditions are insufficient for the task 0 0
d. Work in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments 0 0
e. Standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day 1 2 Shoes with cushoning soles June 2, 2017 P Kempe Oct 31, 2017
f.  Prolonged sedentary work without possibility to do the work standing up 0 0
g. Prolonged standing work without possibility to do the work sitting down 0 0
h. Kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes 0 0
5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial factors
a. No possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed 1 2 Decision latitude workshop June 29, 2017 J Andersson Oct 31, 2017
b. No possibility to influence the work setting/how the work shall be carried out 0 0
c. It is often difficult to keep up with the work tasks 0 0
d. The employees often work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer break 0 0
6. Reports on physically strenuous work
6.1 Documented reports on physically strenuous tasks 0 0
7. Perceived physical discomfort
7.1 Perceived physical discomfort 1 2 See ”7” in the Results sheet Expert evaluation of work task June 2, 2017 J Andersson Oct 31, 2017

Risk factor

Other comments (below):

High priorityFormed by:

Action plan based on RAMP II assessment
Department:

Country:
KG
Sweden
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Appendix 1: Explanation of terms in RAMP 
This appendix explains terms that are used in the RAMP method. 
* =From AFS 2012:2 Belastningsergonomi (Physical Ergonomics);  ** = From the Swedish 
Work Environment Authority website (2017-03-30, 15:30) on the knowledge summary ”Bra 
samspel och samverkan skapar säkerhet” (2010).  
Bending the head backwards In RAMP all bending of the head backwards from the neutral 
position is regarded as unfavourable, even if the bending is small. 

Cycle time In RAMP cycle time means the time from when an action begins until the same 
action recurs, i.e. when the cycle is complete. 

Force The unit of force is the Newton [N] and force is measured with a dynamometer. 

Force measurements Pushing and pulling forces must be measured with a dynamometer. If a 
load is pushed or pulled for less than 5 seconds, only measure the force used to get it moving, 
that is, the “initial force” (the starting force). If a load is pushed or pulled for 5 seconds or 
more, measure both the initial force and also the continuous force during the move. When 
measuring forces, apply the dynamometer to the place where one normally places the hand(s) 
and pushes or pulls the load carrier (trolley or similar) that is to be moved. Do not get the load 
into motion with a jerk! Repeat the measurement five times and take the median as the value 
of the force (see the explanation of “Median value”). This applies to all measurements of 
initial and continuous force. 

Good grip To be classified as a good grip all the following criteria must be fulfilled (if these 
are not fulfilled, the grip is classified as poor). Handle or cut-outs that enable a comfortable 
and steady grip for the fingers/hand; grip surface must not be slippery; the centre of gravity of 
the load must be centred at be between the hands or in the centre of the hand for a one-handed 
grip; length of handle/cut-out must be at least 11.5 cm; and for handles the handle diameter 
must be between 2 and 4 cm. 

Hot or cold objects: Objects colder than 10°C are here counted as cold and objects hotter 
than 43°C are counted as hot (Lindqvist & Skogsberg, p. 93, 2007). 

Hot or cold temperatures: Here a cold environment means that the air temperature is less 
than 10°C and a warm environment usually means that the air temperature is over 25°C 
(Bohgard et al., p. 195, 2010). 

Long time In RAMP the expression “long time” means about 30 minutes or more per 
working day. 

Manual handling* All kinds of transports or movements of loads where one or more 
employees lift, put down, push, pull, carry or move a load. 

Median value The median value of a number of figures is the middle value when all the 
figures are arranged in order of size. For example, the median value of the figures 1, 2, 5, 7, 
19 is the one that is in the middle position, or 5 in this case. With an even number of figures, 
the median value is the average of the two figures in the middle when they are arranged in 
order of size. 

Musculoskeletal disorders, MSDs* Here refers to disorders in the organs of movement, i.e. 
all forms of ill health in the organs of movement that may be connected to conditions in the 
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work. The disorder may be caused by the work or may be caused by something else and made 
worse by the work. The term includes everything from minor, temporary problems to lifelong 
injury. Musculoskeletal disorders is synonymous with physical disorders. 

Neutral position Neutral position means that the joints of the body are in their position when 
the person stands upright in a relaxed position. 

Often In RAMP the term “often” refers to about 100 times per working day. 

Poor grip Poor grip means that it is difficult to get sufficient grip with the hand and fingers or 
that the grip surface is slippery or has sharp edges, or that the centre of gravity of the load is 
not centred, or that the contents are unstable or move around, or that the grip does not fulfil 
the requirement for a good grip. (Se ”Good grip.) 

Powerfully vibrating tool A powerfully vibrating tool is one that has a vibration level over 
10 m/s2. 

Pushing and pulling force see ”Force measurements”. 

Pushing and pulling work* involves moving an object that entirely or partly rests on a 
surface or is suspended, e.g. in  an overhead transporter. The forces needed to set and keep an 
object in motion depend on how heavy the object is and how great the friction is between the 
object and the underlying surface, as well as the slope of the surface. 

Recovery/variation. To reduce the risk of MSDs, it is considered important to have variation 
in the work so that the muscle groups that are stressed (mainly during static load) have the 
opportunity for recovery – regarding sufficient oxygen levels and that waste products can be 
transported away. This can be achieved by, after a period of work when mostly certain 
muscles are strained, working on other tasks where these muscles have little strain and can 
recover. For muscle recovery to occur, one can thus vary the work during a task and work 
shift. 

Repetitive work* Work that involves repeating the same working movements over and over 
again. The time for each working action is short and the movements often occur to such an 
extent that the employee can suffer problems in the musculoskeletal/ locomotion 
organs/system. 

Risk Risk means the general possibility of an undesired consequence. Here, risk means the 
risk of developing MSDs. Risk depends both on the probability of this occurring and also 
what consequences this would have. 

Risk score setting in RAMP II The main results in RAMP are the assessment of risks into 
the risk levels (green, yellow, red). To complement this and to enable comparison of different 
assessments of the same risk factor, RAMP also has a Risk score system. The total Risk score 
for a completed analysis can be compared with an analysis of the same work after a measure 
to improve the working environment, or after other changes in the work. The Risk score 
system in RAMP has been produced in consultation with experts in ergonomics. The main 
result is the number of assessments in the different colours green, yellow and red. If the 
results of different assessments have the same number of red, yellow and green assessments, 
the total Risk score can be used for prioritising action. When comparing work/tasks the Risk 
scores between different RAMP assessments can also be compared, but such a comparison 
should not be given the same weight as the number of red, yellow and green assessments. 
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Safety culture ** is the common attitudes, values and perceptions that managers and 
employees have in relation to safety and the working environment. Good interaction and 
collaboration creates a good working environment and a high level of safety. What 
characterises a good safety culture in a workplace is that management prioritises and handles 
safety and working environment issues at all levels of the organisation and that this is part of 
the culture. Management has a great influence on the safety climate but does not “own” the 
culture; management is an important role model and guide.  
Similar working movements In RAMP similar working movements refers to similar 
working movements performed with the body, such as when picking goods from a shelf and 
placing them in packaging or performing work at different workstations that loads the same 
bodily structure in a similar way. 

Slippery surface Slippery surface (in 2.2 in RAMP 2) refers to a surface with a coefficient of 
friction of less than 0.5. If the friction is lower than 0.2 (”extremely slippery”) it is 
recommended that the work is also assessed by an expert.  

Static load Static load refers to the exertion of force when the muscles are neither contracted 
nor extended but have a constant length, and cannot rest and therefore cannot take up oxygen. 
This differs from dynamic load, which refers to a load that leads to the muscles alternately 
extending and contracting during the work, enabling oxygen levels to adjust and waste 
products to be transported away from the muscles. With precision installation at chest height 
in front of the body, for example, the load is static for the upper arm, which is held still, but 
dynamic for the hand that performs twisting movements. 

Static posture In RAMP static posture refers to a posture that is held for more than 5 seconds 
without interruption. 

< “Less than” sign, e.g. 3 < 5, i.e. 3 is less than 5. 

≤ “Less than or equal to” sign, e.g. 3 ≤ 5, i.e. 3 is less than or equal to 5, and 
 5 ≤ 5, i.e. 5 is less than or equal to 5. 

> “Greater than” sign, e.g. 5 > 3, i.e. 5 is greater than 3. 

The load on the employee This means the load that an employee (who may work on different 
tasks during the working day, such as in different work situations) is exposed to during the 
working day. 

Unfavourable postures Unfavourable postures refers to postures that give loads that have a 
negative effect on the body, such as on muscles and joints, and that can also affect health. 
Examples of unfavourable postures are when joints are close to their extreme positions, such 
as when the neck is greatly bent. 

Vibration: Vibrations, both those transferred via the hands, such as through vibrating tools, 
and whole-body vibrations, such as are transferred when sitting or standing on a vibrating 
surface, can cause MSDs. If vibrations occur it is recommended that the situation i the 
particular case is analysed in more depth, for example by going into the Vibration Database 
(http://www.av.se/teman/vibration/poangmetoden/handvibrationer/), or by taking 
measurements and comparing with the Vibration Directive. There is also more information on 
the Swedish Work Environment Authority website (http://www.av.se). A “powerfully 
vibrating tool” is one that has a vibration level over 10 m/s2. 

http://www.av.se/teman/vibration/poangmetoden/handvibrationer/
http://www.av.se/
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Visual conditions are insufficient for the work: This means that visual conditions are 
insufficient to be able to perform the work from a visual ergonomics perspective. The reasons 
for this may include unsuitable lighting, glare, weak contrast, poor sharpness, how the 
workplace is arranged in relation to the light and the employee’s own visual ability in 
combination with any aids to vision. Poor visual conditions can also give rise to unfavourable 
postures in an attempt to stand or sit so as to see better. These strained postures can lead to the 
development of MSDs. 

Work cycle* The time from beginning to work on an object until the same moment recurs on 
the next object. It is not uncommon for the same working movements to be repeated several 
times within such a work cycle. There is no absolutely clear definition of work cycle – in 
some cases different parts of the work can be regarded as a work cycle. A work cycle may for 
example be represented by the actions that a person performs when the or she pulls forward a 
trolley from a staging point, transports it and picks items into it, pushes the trolley to a place 
where someone else takes over and then goes to the staging point for trolleys to collect a new 
trolley.  

Working day* This normally refers to work for 8 hours a day. 
 
Working distance In RAMP the working distance is measured from the centre of the spine, 
not the front of the stomach.  

Work performed in warm or cold temperatures or in a draught What temperature is 
appropriate depends on the nature of the work, for example if the work is performed standing 
still or not and whether the objects handled are heavy or light. Other factors such as heat 
radiating sources in the room, humidity and clothing affect what is an appropriate working 
temperature. Two temperature recommendations are i) work in cold premises means that the 
work is performed when the temperature is below +16 degrees C (AFS 2012:2) and  ii) work 
at over 27 degrees C increases the risk of injury (Mital et al.,1997). 

Work/task Here the assessment is based on work or a task (that is performed at a workstation 
for example) as if it were to be performed for a whole working day (i.e. 8 hours). 
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Appendix 2: RAMP I             RAMP I (version 1.02)                      English version 

Checklist for screening physical risks for manual handling 
RAMP - Risk Management tool for manual handling Proactively 

Introduction 
This checklist (RAMP I) is intended for identifying (screening) and assessing physical ergonomics risk factors when 
working with manual handling which may increase the risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). Manual 
handling involves for example manual lifting, holding, pushing or pulling of loads. At high or sustained exposure to the 
risk factors the risk of developing or worsening MSDs increases. 

Use this tool to assess a work, work task, or a work station during an average work day. In some cases also rarely 
occurring extreme cases may warrant assessment. Assess the work of an employee who is representative for the group 
of employees who carry out this kind of work, or, alternatively two people so that the variation among employees is 
somewhat taken into account. This employee/these employees should be experienced in how the work should be 
carried out in an appropriate way. Those performing the assessment should be familiar with how the work is carried 
out. Otherwise, the assessment should be carried out in co-operation with someone with such knowledge. The person 
who carries out the assessment should have participated in a basic physical ergonomics course, an introduction in the 
RAMP-method and should have read the RAMP manual. During the assessment, choose the alternative which best 
matches the situation and mark the “Yes” or “No” box corresponding to the question/statement. 

The results from the analysis show whether any risk factor has been identified or not. If no risk factor has been 
identified, the risk to develop MSD problems is assessed to be low for people with normal physical capacity. If one or 
more risk factors have been identified this implies that either there is a high risk to develop MSDs, or that a refined 
analysis is needed to assess whether the risk is low, moderate or high. A refined analysis can be carried out with the 
RAMP II module in most cases. The result of the RAMP I assessment is presented at three risk and priority levels: 

 
High risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that many employees are at an 
increased risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. Improvement measures should be given high 
priority. 

 

 
Investigate further. An in more in depth analysis is required to assess the risk level.  A refined analysis can 
be carried out for example with the RAMP II module. 
 

 
Low risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that most employees are at a low 
risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. However, individuals with reduced physical capacity may be 
at risk. Individually tailored improvement measures may be needed. 

 

The result is intended to form a part of the decision making basis when prioritizing and choosing actions in order to 
reduce the risk for MSDs. 
 
Date:________________________________________Assessment of:   � Work/ work task   � Employee load 

Work/work task:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Assessment ordered by:___________________________________Position______________________________ 

Assessment completedby:_________________________________Position______________________________ 

Company representative: _________________________________Position______________________________ 

Safety/work environment officer/employee:__________________Position______________________________ 

Other:_________________________________________________Position______________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Department:_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other information:____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Yes No Comment:
1. Postures 

head bent backwards 
back/upper body bent or twisted - forwards, backwards or towards the side
arm almost or fully streched forwards (the hand more than about 45 cm from the spine)
hand above shoulder height or below knee height    
hand/arm brought outwards to the side (to the right or to the left)

1.2 Does work occur in any of the following unfavourable postures about 1 hour per work day 
      or more?

head clearly twisted or bent - forwards or towards a side
hand clearly bent upwards, downwards or towards a side
legs or feet have insufficient space, or the surface is unstable or with a slope

2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Does work occur in any of the following ways?          

the work cycle is shorter than 30 seconds
the work cycle is between 30 seconds and 5 minutes
similar work movements are repeated more than 1/10 up to half of the work cycle time
similar work movements are repeated more than half of the work cycle time

2.2 How long time of the working day does such work occur? Choose one alternative.         
the work or similar work tasks are carried out between 1 and 4 hours of the work day
the work or similar work tasks are carried out for more than 4 hours of the work day

3.1 Does lifting of loads occur? If "No", go to 4. 
3.2 How heavy are the loads and how often are they lifted?

less than 3 kg
                                           -  more than 100 times per work day
3-7 kg
                                           -  more than 40 times per work day
more than 7 kg -  14 kg
                                          -  more than 20 times per work day
more than 14 kg - 25 kg
                                          -  more than 5 times per work day 
more than 25 kg

3.3 Do the lifts generally occur in any of the following unfavourable postures? 
back/upper body clearly bent
back/upper clearly twisted
hand above shoulder height
hand below knee height
hand outside forearm distance
arm clearly brought outward (to the right or to the left)
lifting/holding with overhand grip (palm facing downward)
one-hand lift where the load exceeds 6 kg
lifting while seated where the load exceeds 7 kg

4. Pushing and pulling work
4.1 Does pushing and pulling work occur? If "No", go to 5.
4.2 How large is the exerted force in the pushing or pulling work?

the starting force (the force to start the object moving) exceeds 150 Newton 
the starting force (the force to start the object moving) exceeds 300 Newton
the continuous force (the force to keep the object moving) exceeds 100 Newton
the continuous force (the force to keep the object moving) exceeds 200 Newton

Continued on the next page

RAMP I - Checklist for screening physical risks for manual handling
Mark the "Yes" or "No" boxes for the statements corresponding to the questions.

3. Lifting work

1.1 Does work occur often or for a long time* in any of the following unfavourable postures?                                                                                
       * often            =   about 100 times per work day or more
       * a long time  =   about 30 minutes per work day or more

If "No" on all in 2.1, go to 3. If "Yes" on any in 2.1, answer 2.2 below.
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Yes No Comment:
4.3 Does the pushing and pulling work generally occur in any of the following unfavourable conditions?

the gripping height clearly deviates from elbow height
the work is carried out with the back/upper body clearly twisted 
the force is exerted towards the side or upwards (i.e. not straight forwards or backwards)
the force is exerted with one hand 
the pushing or pulling is carried out often (approx. more than 100 times per work day)
the pushing or pulling distance exceeds 30 meters

 4.4 Are load carriers with 1-2 wheels (e.g. two-wheel cart) or similar used, under the following condition?
the employee bares the whole or part of the load, and the load weight exceeds 100 kg

5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".
the employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 20 minutes (10 for strongly vib)
the employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 90 minutes (60 for strongly vib)
warm or cold objects are handled manually
the hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time*
holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes 
holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes

5.2 Other physical factors - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day".
the employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 1 hour
the employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 6 hours
the visual conditions are insufficient for the task
the work is carried out in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments
standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day
prolonged sedentary work without possibility to change to do the work standing up
prolonged standing work without possibility to change to do the work sitting down
kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes

there is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed
there is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried out
it is often difficult to keep up with the work tasks
the employees often work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer break
there is no possibility for recovery time during the work (other than formal breaks) 

6.2  If "Yes" on 6.1 , what type of work  that has led to this? If "No", go to 7.
lifting
holding/carrying
pushing/pulling
pushing with hand or fingers
other (please note) _________________________________________________________ 

7.1 Are there parts of the work which lead to physical discomfort (e.g. in muscles or joints) 
      during the work day? Answer "Yes" if any employee experiences such discomfort.
7.2  If "Yes" on question 7.1, which is the worst task?

Person 1: __________________________________________________________________________

Person 2: __________________________________________________________________________

Person 3: __________________________________________________________________________

Person 4: __________________________________________________________________________

Person 5: __________________________________________________________________________

Comment:

      journal notes, or other) when carrying out the work task?

6. Reports on physically strenuous work
6.1 Do documented reports exist on physically strenuous tasks (near misses, incident reports, 

7. Perceived physical discomfort Ask five people who perform this work task

Continued RAMP I - Checklist for screening physical risks for manual handling

5.  Influencing factors

5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial factors - do the following occur?
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 Appendix 3: RAMP II           RAMP II (version 1.02)                     English version 

In depth analysis for assessment of physical risks for manual handling 
RAMP - Risk Assessment and Management tool for manual handling Proactively 

 
Introduction  
This assessment tool  (RAMP II) is intended for an in depth analysis and assessment of physical ergonomics risk factors 
when working with manual handling which may increase the risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). 
Manual handling involves for example manual lifting, holding, pushing or pulling of loads. At high or sustained exposure 
to the risk factors the risk of developing of worsening MSDs increases. 

Use this tool to assess a work, work task, or a work station during an average work day. In some cases also rarely 
occurring extreme cases may warrant assessment.  Assess the work of an employee who is representative for the group 
of employees who carry out this kind of work, or, alternatively two people so that the variation among employees is 
somewhat taken into account. This employee/these employees should be experienced in how the work should be 
carried out in an appropriate way. Those performing the assessment should be familiar with how the work is carried 
out. Otherwise, the assessment should be carried out in co-operation with someone with such knowledge. The person 
who carries out the assessment should have participated in a basic physical ergonomics course, an introduction in the 
RAMP-method and should have read the RAMP manual.  

During the assessment, choose the alternative which best matches the situation. Fill in the score in the white answering 
box corresponding to each question.  

The result of the RAMP II assessment is presented at three risk and priority levels: 

  

High risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that many employees are at an 
increased risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. Improvement measures should be given high 
priority. 

  

 

Risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that certain employees are at an 
increased risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. Improvement measures should be taken. 
 

  

Low risk. The loading situation has such a magnitude and characteristics that most employees are at a low 
risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders. However, individuals with reduced physical capacity may be 
at risk. Individually tailored improvement measures may be needed. 

 

The result is also presented with a sum of scores, mainly intended for comparison between different jobs risks within a 
risk level (for example the red level). The result is intended to form a part of the decision making basis when prioritizing 
and choosing actions in order to reduce the risk for MSDs. 
 
Date:________________________________________Assessment of:   � Work/ work task   � Employee load 

Work/work task:_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Assessment ordered by:___________________________________Position______________________________ 

Assessment completedby:_________________________________Position______________________________ 

Company representative: _________________________________Position______________________________ 

Safety/work environment officer/employee:__________________Position______________________________ 

Other:_________________________________________________Position______________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Department:_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other information:____________________________________________________________________________ 
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1.  Postures Fill in the corresponding score in the white box  Score: Comment:

1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side 7
Does a clear bending of the head forwards or to the side, or twisting to 3 to < 4 hours 5
the side occur, as shown in the figures, or more? 2 to < 3 hours 3
  1 to < 2 hours 2

30 minutes to < 1 hour 1
5 to < 30 minutes 0,5
< 5 minutes 0

1.2 Posture of the head - backwards 10
Does bending of the head backwards occur, as shown in the 1 to < 2 hours 6
figure, or more? 30 minutes to < 1 hour 3

5 to < 30 minutes 1,5
< 5 minutes 0

1.3 Back posture - moderate bending 4 hours or more 7
Does moderate bending of the upper body 3 to < 4 hours 5
forwards or to the side occur, as shown in the 2 to < 3 hours 3
figures, or more?      1 to < 2 hours 2

30 minutes to < 1 hour 1
5 to < 30 minutes 0
< 5 minutes 0

1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting
Does considerable bending of the upper body forwards or to the side,
twisting or bending backwards occur, as shown in the figures, or more? 4 hours or more 10

3 to < 4 hours 7
2 to < 3 hours 5
1 to < 2 hours 3
30 minutes to < 1 hour 2
5 to < 30 minutes 1
< 5 minutes 0

                             (from above)

1.5 Upper arm posture  - hand in or above shoulder height Left Right
Is work perfomed with the hand at or above shoulder height? 4 hours or more 10 10
(about 130 - 150 cm) 3 to < 4 hours 7 7

2 to < 3 hours 5 5
1 to < 2 hours 3 3
30 minutes to < 1 hour 2 2
5 to < 30 minutes 1 1
< 5 minutes 0 0

1.6 Upper arm posture  - hand in or outside the outer work area Left Right
Is work perfomed with the hand in the outer work area? 4 hours or more 10 10
If the hand is outside the outer work area (white area), multiply 3 to < 4 hours 7 7
the time-points for that time by 1.5. 2 to < 3 hours 5 5

1 to < 2 hours 3 3
30 minutes to < 1 hour 2 2
5 to < 30 minutes 1 1
< 5 minutes 0 0

4 hours or more

2 hours or more
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 Score: Comment:
1.7 Wrist posture Left Right
Is work performed with clearly bent wrist, as shown in the figures, 4 hours or more 7 7
or more? 3 to < 4 hours 5 5

2 to < 3 hours 3 3
1 to < 2 hours 2 2
30 minutes to < 1 hour 1 1
5 to < 30 minutes 0 0
< 5 minutes 0 0

1.8 Leg and foot space and surface 3
Is there a lack of space for the legs 2
or for the feet, or is the surface 1,5
unstable or sloping? 1

0,5
0
0

2. Work movements and repetitive work                                      

2.1 Movements of the arm (upper and lower arm) Left Right
How are the movements Constant movements mainly without pause 5 5
of the arm generally? Frequent movements with some pauses 2 2

Varied movements, movement now and then (up to 2/min) 0 0

2.2 Movements of the wrist Left Right
Do similar movements of the wrist occur? More than 20  times per minute 5 5

11 - 20 times per minute 3 3
6 - 10 times per minute 1 1
Up to 5 times per minute 0 0

2.3 Type of grip - frequency Left Right
Is overhand grip (palm facing downward), wide finger grip or pinch grip More than 200 times per day 4 4
used while lifting or holding objects weighing 0.5 kg or more? 101 - 200 times per day 2 2

50 - 100 times per day 1 1
Less than 50 times per day 0 0

2.4  Shorter recovery/variation during work (mainly regarding the neck, the arms and the back)
Assessment of whether or not the work enables sufficient variation or breaks so that muscle groups under strain are given
time to recover. The variation or break has to be at least 5 seconds at a time to be eligible.
 Approximately, how much of the working time consists of such variation or breaks generally? 

30 seconds or less per 10 minutes work 10
Between 30 and 90 seconds per 10 minutes work 4
90 seconds or more per 10 minutes work 0

Assessment of whether or not the work enables sufficient variation or breaks so that muscle groups under strain are given 
time to recover. The variation or break has to be at least 5 minutes when totalled together to be eligible.
Approximately, how often does such variation or breaks occur during the work generally? 

Every 4 hours or less frequently 10
Every 3 hours 6
Every second hour 3
Every hour 0

4 hours or more
3 to < 4 hours

2.5  Longer recovery/variation during work (not breaks, e.g. task rotation that gives sufficient recovery)

Fill in the corresponding score in the white box  

2 to < 3 hours
1 to < 2 hours
30 minutes to < 1 hour
5 to < 30 minutes
< 5 minutes
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3. Lifting work Score:

0
Make an assessment for an average case. Frequent handling of light loads (< 1 kg) is covered in other parts of RAMP II.

1. Estimate the weight of the load and how often it is lifted to determine the Frequency-and-weight factor (Table 1). 
2. Estimate in what work area the lifting is carried out (Table 2) using the posture of the hands (height and distance) at the start and at the 
    end of the lift. Use the largest of these values. 
3. Calculate the Risk score in Table 3 by:
         a. inserting the values from Table 1 and Table 2 into Table 3.
         b. assessing  the other factors on the list in Table 3 and use these when calculating the Risk score in Table 3.  
         c. multiplying the factors in the column on the right in Table 3 with each other.
4. Insert this Risk score as ”Risk score 1” in the box on the right at the bottom.
5. If single lifts which are perceived as particularly strenuous occur, these should be assessed separately.  If so, do the same for that case, i.e. 

perform step 1-3.
6. If a worst case is analysed, insert its Risk score in the box ”Risk score 2” on the right at the bottom. If no worst case is analysed, insert the 

Risk score for the average case (i.e. "Risk score 1")  also in the ”Risk score 2” box. Beside it information about if the Risk score corresponds 
    to green, yellow or red risk level is displayed. 

Table 1: Frequency-and-weight factor.   
Number of lifts per day ≤ 12 13 - 24 25 - 60 61 - 96 97 - 240 241 - 480 481 - 960 961-1920 1921-2880 2881-3840 3841-4800    
Equals number of lifts per hour ≤ 1.5 1.6 - 3 3.1 - 7.5 7.6 - 12 13 - 30 31 - 60 61 - 120 121 - 240 241 - 360 361 - 480 481 - 600

over 25 kg - 30 kg 6.5 6.5 7.0 7.6 8.0 8.6 9.9 14.3 23.9 35.9 49.7
over 20 kg - 25 kg 5.4 5.4 5.8 6.3 6.6 7.1 8.3 12.0 19.9 29.9 41.4
over 15 kg - 20 kg 4.3 4.4 4.7 5.1 5.3 5.7 6.6 9.6 15.9 23.9 33.1
over 10 kg - 15 kg 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.0 4.3 5.0 7.2 12.0 17.9 24.8
over 7 kg - 10 kg 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.3 4.8 8.0 12.0 16.6
over 5 kg  - 7 kg 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.3 3.3 5.6 8.4 11.6
over 3 kg - 5 kg 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.7 2.4 4.0 6.0 8.3

1 kg - 3 kg 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.4 2.4 3.6 5.0

Table 2: Lifting area factor. If the lift is performed outside the shaded
area in the figure, add 1 point to the value of the closest cell.

Figure: Torso twisted 30°.

Possible 

worst

case

Table 3: Calculation of Risk score. Factor Factor

Frequency-and-weight factor from Table 1.
Lifting area factor from Table 2. 

Do the following factors occur in the majority of lifts? If no, insert the value 1.0 to the right, else the stated value:
�   Lift with one hand. If yes, insert the factor 1.7.
�  Torso twisted more than 30° (see  the figure to the right above). If yes, insert the factor 1.3.
�  Poor grip. If yes, insert the factor 1.1.
�  Hot environment 27-32°. If yes, insert the factor 1.1.
�  Two people lift the load. If yes, insert the factor 0.6.

Score Colour
≥ 5

3- 4,9           Risk score 1:
< 3           Risk score 2:

 Fill in the corresponding score in the white box  

If no lifts occur: Write 0 in the box on the right and go to 4.                                                                                                                      No lifting work       

W
ei

gh
t

Comment:

                                                                                                           Risk score (multiply the factors in each column)    
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4. Pushing and pulling work Score:

If no pushing and pulling work occurs: Write 0 in the box on the right and go to 5.                                                              No pushing and pulling work 0
Make an assessment for an average case. Frequent handling of light loads (exerted forces < 50 N) is covered in other parts of RAMP II. 

If the load is pushed or pulled for less than 5 seconds, only assess the initial force (the force to set an object in motion, sometimes called starting 
force) using Table 4. If it is pushed or pulled for 5 seconds or longer, assess both the initial and the continuous force (i.e. also Table 5). 
1. Measure the exerted force. 
2. Enter Table 4/Table 5 at the relevant frequency and force level to find the corresponding Frequency-and-force factor.
3. Calculate the Risk score in Table 6 by:   
   a.  inserting the values from Table 4 and when applicable from Table 5 into Table 6.
   b.  assessing the other factors on the list in Table 6 and use these when calculating the Risk score in Table 6.
   c.  multiplying the factors in the column for initial force with each other. Do the same for continuoius force if also such an analysis is carried out. 
4. Insert the Risk score for the initial force, or if also continuous force is assessed, the highest Risk score of these two as ”Risk score 1”. 
5. If single pushing and pulling tasks which are perceived as particularly strenuous occur, these should be assessed separately. If so, do the same  
    for that case of those cases, i.e. perform step 1-3. 
6. If one or two worst cases (initial and continuous force) are analysed insert the highest of these two Risk scores in the box ”Risk score 2”. Else, 
    insert the Risk score from "Risk score 1" also in the box for "Risk score 2". Beside it information about if the Risk score corresponds to green,
    yellow or red risk level is displayed.   

Table 4: Frequency and force factor for initial force (starting force).
Times per day ≤ 1 2 - 16 17 - 96 97 - 240 241-480 481-1920

Times per hour ≤ 2 2.1 - 12 13 - 30 31 - 60 61 - 240
501 - 600 N 8.5 10 10.5 14 14.5 24
451 - 500 N 7.5 9 9.5 12.5 13 22
401 - 450 N 6.5 8 8.5 11 11.5 20
351 - 400 N 6 7 7.5 9.5 10 18
301 - 350 N 5 6 6,5 8 8,5 16
251 - 300 N 4 5 5 5 7 14
201 - 250 N 3 4 4 4 5 12
151 - 200 N 2.5 2.5 3 3 4 5
101 - 150 N 2 2 2.5 2.5 3 4
51 - 100 N 1.5 1.5 2 2 2.5 2.5                        Figure: Pushing and pulling work.

Table 5: Frequency and force factor for continuous force.

Times per day ≤ 1 2 - 16 17 - 96 97 - 240 241-480 481-1920
Times per hour hour ≤ 2 2.1 - 12 13 - 30 31 - 60 61 - 240

501 - 600 N 10.5 12 12.5 17 19 30
451 - 500 N 9.5 11 11.5 15.5 17.5 28
401 - 450 N 8.5 10 10.5 14 16 26
351 - 400 N 7.5 9 9.5 12.5 14.5 24 Figure: Torso twisted 30°.
301 - 350 N 6.5 8 8.5 11 13 22
251 - 300 N 6 7 7.5 9.5 11.5 20
201 - 250 N 5 6 6.5 8 10 18
151 - 200 N 4 5 5 5 8.5 16
101 - 150 N 3 4 4 4 5 14
51 - 100 N 2.5 2.5 2.5 3 4 12

If any, If any,
worst ca- worst ca-

Factor Factor se Factor se Factor
Initial Conti- Initial Conti-
force nuous force nuous

Table 6: Calculation of Risk score. force force
Frequency and force factor from Table 4, and, if applicable, from Table 5. 

�  Pushing/pulling with one had. If yes, insert the factor 1.7.
�  Pushing/pulling sideways. If yes, insert the factor 1.7.
�  Gripping height: If the gripping height is below knee height or above shoulder height, insert the factor 2; 
                              if the gripping height deviates considerably from elbow height, insert the factor 1.2.
�  Torso twisted more than 30° (see the figure to the right above). If yes, insert the factor 1.3.
�  Poor grip. If yes, insert the factor 1.1. 
�  Hot environment 27-32°. If yes, insert the factor 1.1.
�  Pushing/pulling work on slippery surface. If yes, insert the factor 1.7.
�  Two people perform the pushing/pulling. If yes, insert the factor 0.6.

Score Colour
≥ 5

3- 4,9             Risk score 1:
< 3             Risk score 2:

Up to 8 meters: Use the force values in the table.

Comment:

31-60 meters: Add 100 N to the measured  force to calculate the force value.
9 -30 meters: Add 50 N to the measured  force to calculate the force value.

                                                                                                   Risk  score (multiply the factors in each column)  

  Fill in the corresponding score in the white box  

   
   

    
   

   
   

  F
or

ce
 v

al
ue

Do the following factors occur in the majority of the pushes and pulls? If no, insert the value 1 to the right, else the stated value:

   
   

    
   

   
   

  F
or

ce
  v

al
ue
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6. Reports on physically strenuous work

Do documented reports exist of physically strenuous tasks (e.g. incident Yes No
Documented reporting 2 0

If "Yes" on 6.1, mark (with an x) in the table below what type of work that has led to this. Else, go to 7.

7.  Perceived physical discomfort
Preferably ask five people who perform this work task. 
7.1 Perceived physical discomfort 

Yes No
Answer "Yes" if any employee experiences such discomfort. Discomfort in muscles or joints 2 0

7.2 If "Yes" on 7.1, which is the worst task?
Preferably state answers from five employees in the table below.  

Person 5:_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Person 1:_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Person 2:_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Person 3:_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Person 4:_________________________________________________________________________________________________

 (e.g. in muscles or joints) during the work day?

6.1 Documented reporting on physically strenuous work

reports) when cayrrying out the work task?

6.2 Type of work that has led to reporting 

lifting
holding/carrying
pushing/pulling
pushing with hand or fingers
other (please note)___________________________________________________________________________

Are there parts of the work which lead to physical discomfort

Comment:

5. Influencing factors                                                                                           Fill in the corresponding score in the white box                                                                                  Score:    Comment:

5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day". Yes No
a. The employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 20 minutes (10 for strongly vib). 2 0
b. The employee is exposed to hand-arm vibrations more than 90 minutes (60 for strongly vib).† 4 x
c. Warm or cold objects are handled manually. 2 0
d. The hand is used as an impact tool often or a long time*. 2 0
e. Holding hand tools weighing more than 2.3 kg for more than 30 minutes . 2 0
f.  Holding precision tools weighing more than 0.4 kg for more than 30 minutes. 2 0
5.2 Other physical factors - do the following occur? The times refer to "per work day"
a. The employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 1 hour. 2 0
b. The employee is exposed to whole-body vibrations more than 6 hours.† 4 x
c. The visual conditions are insufficient for the task. 2 0
d. The work is carried out in hot or cold temperatures or in draughty environments. 2 0
e. Standing or walking on a hard surface more than half of the work day. 2 0
f.  Prolonged sedentary work without possibility to change to do the work standing up. 2 0
g. Prolonged standing work without possibility to change to do the work sitting down. 2 0
h. Kneeling/squatting more than 30 times or more than 30 minutes. 2 0
5.3 Work organisational and psychosocial factors - do the following occur?
a. There is no possibility to influence at what pace the work is performed. 2 0
b. There is no possibility to influence the work setting or how the work shall be carried out. 2 0
c.  It is often difficult to keep up with the work tasks 2 0
d. The employees often work rapidly in order to be able to take a longer break. 2 0
† If you want to answer "No" on 5.1b or 5.2b, enter an "x" in the white answering box to the right.
* Here "often" means about 100 times per working day or more and "a long time" about 30 minutes per work day or more.
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APPENDIX: RESULTS TABLE 

 

 

Ordered by: Date:
Assessed by: Risk/action level and score

Red=R
Yellow=Y
Green=G

1. Postures
1.1 Posture of the head - forwards and to the side
1.2 Posture of the head - backwards
1.3 Back posture - moderate bending
1.4 Back posture - considerable bending and twisting
1.5 Upper arm posture - hand in/above shoulder height*
1.6 Upper arm posture - hand in/outside outer work area*
1.7 Wrist posture*
1.8 Leg and foot space and surface
2. Work movements and repetitive work
2.1 Movements of the arm*
2.2 Movements of the wrist*
2.3 Type of grip*
2.4 Shorter recovery/variation 
2.5 Longer recovery/variation
3. Lifting
3.1 Lifting (average case)
3.1 Lifting (worst case)
4. Pushing and pulling
4.1 Pushing and pulling (average case)
4.2 Pushing and pulling  (worst case)
5. Influencing factors
5.1 Influencing physical factors hand/arm
 a+b. Hand-arm vibrations
c. Manually handling of warm or cold object
d. Hand used as impact tool
e. Holding hand-tools weighing > 2.3 kg, > 30 min.   
f. Holding precision tools weighing > 0.4 kg > 30 min. 
5.2 Other physical factors
a+b. Whole body vibrations
c. Insufficient visual conditions
d. Hot, cold or draughty environment
e. Prolonged standing or walking on hard surfaces
f.  Prolonged sitting
g. Prolonged standing
h. Kneeling/squatting
5.3 Work organizational and psychosocial factors
a. No possibility to influence the work pace
b. No possibility to influence the work setting
c. Difficulties in keep up with the work tasks
d. Employees work rapidly in order to take longer breaks
6. Reports on physically strenuous work
6.1 Documented reporting on physically strenuous work
6.2 Type of work that has led to reporting:

7. Perceived physical discomfort
7.1 Perceived physical discomfort
7.2 The worst task:

*Insert the highest score from left or right side (hand/arm)

Summary of the assessment
Number of red assessments       -  High risk/action level
Number of yellow assessments  - Risk/action level
Number of green assessments   - Low risk/action level

RAMP II (version 1.02)© Results table (pdf-version)

Assessment of:
Score Comment

Total score
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Appendix 4: Measurements of working heights and 
working distances in RAMP 
The figure below gives measurements for working distances (for hand grip) and working 
heights for the 5th, 50th and 95th percentile of the adult Swedish population, divided into 
women and men. The measurements are based on calculations from Hanson et al. (2009) and 
Pheasant & Haslegrave (2006) and include a show height of 2.5 cm. 

 
Figure: Measurements for working distances (for hand grip) and working heights for the 5th, 50th and 
95th percentile of the adult Swedish population, divided into women and men. The measurements are 
based on calculations from Hanson et al. (2009) and Pheasant & Haslegrave (2006) and include a show 
height of 2.5 cm. 
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Appendix 5: Example of Action plan in RAMP  
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